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••51 pages of text51 pages of text
••10 pages of references10 pages of references
••30 illustrations30 illustrations

Exploration for oil and Exploration for oil and 
gas in the Sydney gas in the Sydney 
Basin (Newfoundland Basin (Newfoundland 
side) is in its infancyside) is in its infancy

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c

••Atlantic Canada Carboniferous Atlantic Canada Carboniferous 
basinsbasins
••Used work done mostly in Nova Used work done mostly in Nova 
Scotia and New BrunswickScotia and New Brunswick
••Built large reference listBuilt large reference list
••Visit outcrops in the regionVisit outcrops in the region



IntroductionIntroduction
This report provides This report provides 
background information background information 
on petroleum exploration on petroleum exploration 
and development in the and development in the 
Province, a general Province, a general 
overview of geological overview of geological 
prospectivity of Sydney prospectivity of Sydney 
Basin and neighbouring Basin and neighbouring 
Paleozoic basins, and a Paleozoic basins, and a 
discussion of the specific discussion of the specific 
geology and petroleum geology and petroleum 
potential of the three potential of the three 
offshore parcels available offshore parcels available 
for biddingfor bidding

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c
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No other licences are No other licences are 
currently extant within currently extant within 
the Sydney Basin on the Sydney Basin on 
the NL side of the the NL side of the 
boundary, several boundary, several 
offshore licences are offshore licences are 
held on the Nova Scotia held on the Nova Scotia 
side and onshore rights side and onshore rights 
in Carboniferous in Carboniferous 
basins are held basins are held 
throughout the throughout the 
Atlantic Provinces Atlantic Provinces ––
including on the west including on the west 
coast of the island of coast of the island of 
NewfoundlandNewfoundland

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



••For more than 25 years, much of For more than 25 years, much of 
the Sydney Basin and the the Sydney Basin and the 
adjacent Laurentian Basin were adjacent Laurentian Basin were 
off limits to exploration due to an off limits to exploration due to an 
international boundary dispute international boundary dispute 
between Canada and France between Canada and France 
••With the boundary questions With the boundary questions 
settled, this is the first time that settled, this is the first time that 
lands on the NL side of the border lands on the NL side of the border 
are being offered in a landsaleare being offered in a landsale
••With the minimal exploration With the minimal exploration 
that has occurred, particularly on that has occurred, particularly on 
the NL side, the geology of the NL side, the geology of 
Sydney Basin is not well Sydney Basin is not well 
documented or understood, documented or understood, 
especially when compared to especially when compared to 
producing areas such as the producing areas such as the 
Grand Banks or Scotian ShelfGrand Banks or Scotian Shelf

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c

Despite an early exploration Despite an early exploration 
phase (in the 1960s and 70s) that phase (in the 1960s and 70s) that 
included regional potential field included regional potential field 
mapping and seismic mapping and seismic 
acquisition, it is fair to say that acquisition, it is fair to say that 
exploration in the Sydney Basin exploration in the Sydney Basin 
is still at an early stage.is still at an early stage.



2.1. NL Petroleum Production2.1. NL Petroleum Production

2.2. Large Paleozoic Under2.2. Large Paleozoic Under--Explored AreaExplored Area

2.3. Atlantic Canada Exploration History in 2.3. Atlantic Canada Exploration History in 
Paleozoic BasinsPaleozoic Basins

2.4. Recent Sydney Basin Landsale Results2.4. Recent Sydney Basin Landsale Results

2. Exploration and Development Background2. Exploration and Development Background
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NL Petroleum Production
••NL petroleum production and Paleozoic Basin exploration was discNL petroleum production and Paleozoic Basin exploration was discussed in ussed in 
detail in Call for Bids NL06detail in Call for Bids NL06--1 and NL061 and NL06--33
••No production or offshore significant shows exist for Sydney BasNo production or offshore significant shows exist for Sydney Basinin
••The Sydney Basin encompasses for the most part a large, mostly sThe Sydney Basin encompasses for the most part a large, mostly shallow hallow 
water, offshore region between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. Onswater, offshore region between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. Onshore, hore, 
basin rock exposures are abundant on the east side of Cape Bretobasin rock exposures are abundant on the east side of Cape Breton Island n Island 
(Nova Scotia) and to a much lesser extent on the Burin Peninsula(Nova Scotia) and to a much lesser extent on the Burin Peninsula (on the south (on the south 
coast of Newfoundland)coast of Newfoundland)
••From a logistics perspective the Sydney Basin is less challenginFrom a logistics perspective the Sydney Basin is less challenging than the g than the 
Grand Banks and is closer to North American markets, with easy aGrand Banks and is closer to North American markets, with easy access to ccess to 
export venues. If gas is discovered, it could be tied into the Nexport venues. If gas is discovered, it could be tied into the North American orth American 
grid by a lateral line to the nearby Maritimes & grid by a lateral line to the nearby Maritimes & NortheasternNortheastern Pipeline which Pipeline which 
delivers Sable gas to New England and various Atlantic Canada madelivers Sable gas to New England and various Atlantic Canada markets. Any rkets. Any 
significant oil and gas production in the Sydney Basin will alsosignificant oil and gas production in the Sydney Basin will also have a rapid have a rapid 
and significant impact on the Provinceand significant impact on the Province’’s and regions and region’’s economy and is very s economy and is very 
likely to have the strong support of the government and local polikely to have the strong support of the government and local populationpulation

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Large Paleozoic Offshore Under Large Paleozoic Offshore Under 
Explored AreaExplored Area

•• The Sydney Basin is a subdivision of the predominantly CarbonifeThe Sydney Basin is a subdivision of the predominantly Carboniferous rous 
Magdalen Basin. Together, the Anticosti and Magdalen basins coveMagdalen Basin. Together, the Anticosti and Magdalen basins cover an area r an area 
the size of the State of New Mexico or about half of the size ofthe size of the State of New Mexico or about half of the size of the Canadian the Canadian 
Province of AlbertaProvince of Alberta

•• The Basin is well exposed on Cape Breton I. but has only minor oThe Basin is well exposed on Cape Breton I. but has only minor onshore nshore 
outcrops on the south coast of Newfoundland. Only two medium depoutcrops on the south coast of Newfoundland. Only two medium depth wells th wells 
have been drilled on the Nova Scotia side and along with availabhave been drilled on the Nova Scotia side and along with available industry le industry 
seismic data provide the fundamental information on the offshoreseismic data provide the fundamental information on the offshore geology of geology of 
the basin. Due to its rich coal exploration and production histothe basin. Due to its rich coal exploration and production history the onshore ry the onshore 
Nova Scotia part of the Sydney Basin is well known and describedNova Scotia part of the Sydney Basin is well known and described in detail in in detail in 
numerous publications numerous publications 

•• The most active phase of exploration within NLThe most active phase of exploration within NL’’s Gulf of St. Lawrence s Gulf of St. Lawrence 
waters took place in the early waters took place in the early -- mid nineties when several large Exploration mid nineties when several large Exploration 
LicencesLicences were operated by companies such as Hunt Oil, were operated by companies such as Hunt Oil, PanCanadianPanCanadian, , 
Talisman, BHP and Mobil. This exploration cycle, which resulted Talisman, BHP and Mobil. This exploration cycle, which resulted in the in the 
drilling of 5 deep wells by the bigger companies and a number ofdrilling of 5 deep wells by the bigger companies and a number of shallower shallower 
holes by smaller players was focused on Ordovician and Carbonifeholes by smaller players was focused on Ordovician and Carboniferous rocks rous rocks 
of the Anticosti and Deer Lake basins and the Bay St. George subof the Anticosti and Deer Lake basins and the Bay St. George sub--basin. No basin. No 
exploration took place within the Sydney Basinexploration took place within the Sydney Basin

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c
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Large Paleozoic Offshore Under Large Paleozoic Offshore Under 
Explored AreaExplored Area

•• Although minor oil production was achieved at Parsons Pond in Although minor oil production was achieved at Parsons Pond in 
the early 1900s and oil and gas has recently been encountered anthe early 1900s and oil and gas has recently been encountered and d 
tested onshore in the Anticosti Basin, Deer Lake Basin and Bay Stested onshore in the Anticosti Basin, Deer Lake Basin and Bay St. t. 
George subGeorge sub--basin, no oil or gas is currently being commercially basin, no oil or gas is currently being commercially 
produced in western or southern Newfoundland produced in western or southern Newfoundland 

•• Nevertheless, hydrocarbons were discovered in Carboniferous Nevertheless, hydrocarbons were discovered in Carboniferous 
rocks in other Atlantic Provinces and gas is presently produced rocks in other Atlantic Provinces and gas is presently produced 
and marketed from the McCully gas field in New Brunswick and marketed from the McCully gas field in New Brunswick 
(Moncton sub(Moncton sub--basin)basin)

•• Significant Carboniferous production is also obtained from the USignificant Carboniferous production is also obtained from the US S 
Appalachian Foldbelt, Illinois Basin, North Sea, the NetherlandsAppalachian Foldbelt, Illinois Basin, North Sea, the Netherlands, , 
Vienna Basin, DnieperVienna Basin, Dnieper--Donets Basin, Ural Foldbelt, Donets Basin, Ural Foldbelt, TimanTiman--
Pechora Basin, Barents Sea, Australia and the Middle East. In thPechora Basin, Barents Sea, Australia and the Middle East. In the e 
eastern North Atlantic region (offshore Ireland), Carboniferous eastern North Atlantic region (offshore Ireland), Carboniferous 
source rocks have charged the source rocks have charged the CoribbCoribb gas field and have produced gas field and have produced 
shows in several other exploration wells. This area was once parshows in several other exploration wells. This area was once part t 
of the same intraof the same intra--continental marine/lacustrine system as the continental marine/lacustrine system as the 
Atlantic Canada basins prior to the breakup of Atlantic Canada basins prior to the breakup of PangeaPangea

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Regional geology Regional geology 
map of the Gulf of map of the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence and St. Lawrence and 
environs (modified environs (modified 
from GSC), showing from GSC), showing 
Atlantic CanadaAtlantic Canada’’s s 
Paleozoic fold belt Paleozoic fold belt 
and associated and associated 
basins. The basins. The 
Carboniferous Carboniferous 
hydrocarbon fields hydrocarbon fields 
MC=McCully, MC=McCully, 
SC=SC=StoneyStoney Creek Creek 
and shows EP=East and shows EP=East 
Point EPoint E--49, 49, 
CP=Cape Breton CP=Cape Breton 
seeps and shows, seeps and shows, 
FB=Flat Bay wells FB=Flat Bay wells 
that intersected that intersected 
tight oil zone and tight oil zone and 
WA=West WA=West 
Adventure #1 gas Adventure #1 gas 
flow, are indicated flow, are indicated 
by starsby stars
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Large Paleozoic Offshore Under Explored AreaLarge Paleozoic Offshore Under Explored Area
•• the Atlantic Provinces including Newfoundland and the Atlantic Provinces including Newfoundland and 

Labrador were affected by an older Wilson cycle that was Labrador were affected by an older Wilson cycle that was 
initiated during Early Paleozoic and culminated with the initiated during Early Paleozoic and culminated with the 
build up of the Appalachian fold belt and its corresponding build up of the Appalachian fold belt and its corresponding 
foredeepforedeep, extending from the southern US into the western , extending from the southern US into the western 
Newfoundland onshore and offshore areasNewfoundland onshore and offshore areas

•• This cycle ended with the This cycle ended with the AlleghenianAlleghenian Orogeny which was Orogeny which was 
accompanied by the formation of several Carboniferous accompanied by the formation of several Carboniferous 
successor basins successor basins -- the largest being the Maritime Basin. the largest being the Maritime Basin. 
Significant volumes of source and reservoir rock were Significant volumes of source and reservoir rock were 
accumulated during this Paleozoic cycle of ocean opening accumulated during this Paleozoic cycle of ocean opening 
and closingand closing

•• Petroleum exploration for Carboniferous reservoirs in the Petroleum exploration for Carboniferous reservoirs in the 
Canadian Maritime Provinces southwest of Newfoundland Canadian Maritime Provinces southwest of Newfoundland 
started in the early to mid nineteenth centurystarted in the early to mid nineteenth century

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c
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Atlantic Canada Exploration History in Paleozoic BasinsAtlantic Canada Exploration History in Paleozoic Basins

(after the Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006(after the Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006))



Generalized stratigraphic Generalized stratigraphic 
chart, for the Late Paleozoic chart, for the Late Paleozoic 
onshore subonshore sub--basins of New basins of New 
Brunswick including the Brunswick including the 
Carboniferous Carboniferous StoneyStoney Creek Creek 
oil field and McCully gas field oil field and McCully gas field 
(Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006). (Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006). 
With small modifications to With small modifications to 
recognize localized recognize localized 
stratigraphy this chart can be stratigraphy this chart can be 
applied to the Carboniferous applied to the Carboniferous 
throughout Atlantic Canadathroughout Atlantic Canada

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



New BrunswickNew Brunswick
•• About 250 wells (generally under 1,000 m deep) were drilled About 250 wells (generally under 1,000 m deep) were drilled 

specifically for hydrocarbons. Only two dozen wells were deeper specifically for hydrocarbons. Only two dozen wells were deeper 
than 2,000 mthan 2,000 m

•• The The StoneyStoney Creek field is the largest oil field onshore Atlantic Creek field is the largest oil field onshore Atlantic 
Canada and one of the oldest in the country. It has produced Canada and one of the oldest in the country. It has produced 
approximately 800,000 bbl of oil and 28.7 billion cubic feet of approximately 800,000 bbl of oil and 28.7 billion cubic feet of gas gas 
from 1909 to 1991from 1909 to 1991

•• The reservoir is approximately 900 m deep and averages 33 m in The reservoir is approximately 900 m deep and averages 33 m in 
thickness. Reservoir quality is excellent with porosity averaginthickness. Reservoir quality is excellent with porosity averaging g 
18% and permeability averaging 160 18% and permeability averaging 160 mdmd

•• To date, less than 5% of the original oil in place has been To date, less than 5% of the original oil in place has been 
recovered. Additional gas reserves may also be proven. Contact recovered. Additional gas reserves may also be proven. Contact 
Exploration (of Calgary) recently acquired the petroleum rights Exploration (of Calgary) recently acquired the petroleum rights for for 
the field and began applying modern exploration/development the field and began applying modern exploration/development 
methods (including 3D seismic, reservoir modelling and horizontamethods (including 3D seismic, reservoir modelling and horizontal l 
drilling) to go after the bypassed paydrilling) to go after the bypassed pay

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



StoneyStoney Creek Oil and Gas FieldCreek Oil and Gas Field

Geological crossGeological cross--section of the section of the 
StoneyStoney Creek oil field, New Creek oil field, New 
Brunswick (after the Fyffe and St. Brunswick (after the Fyffe and St. 
Peter, 2006). Oil was produced from Peter, 2006). Oil was produced from 
the Hiram Brook sandstone member the Hiram Brook sandstone member 
of the Albert Formationof the Albert Formation

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



New BrunswickNew Brunswick
•• The McCully field (2000) is produces about 2 mmcf/d from an EarlThe McCully field (2000) is produces about 2 mmcf/d from an Early y 

Carboniferous reservoir at 2 km depth. The produced gas is consuCarboniferous reservoir at 2 km depth. The produced gas is consumed in the med in the 
local market. Several successful wells with tests between 1 and local market. Several successful wells with tests between 1 and 5.7 mmcfd 5.7 mmcfd 
were added during 2005 and a connection to the M&N Pipeline is ewere added during 2005 and a connection to the M&N Pipeline is envisaged. nvisaged. 
The field was mapped by 2D and 3D seismic and is contained in a The field was mapped by 2D and 3D seismic and is contained in a large large 
faulted anticline covering over 11,400 ha, with four way closurefaulted anticline covering over 11,400 ha, with four way closure. Production . Production 
is from a series of sandstones, each several metres thick withinis from a series of sandstones, each several metres thick within a 500 metre a 500 metre 
gross gas column gross gas column 

•• Both the Both the StoneyStoney Creek and McCully fields have the same source rock Creek and McCully fields have the same source rock 
(Frederick Brook (Frederick Brook MbrMbr) and reservoir sandstone (Hiram Brook ) and reservoir sandstone (Hiram Brook MbrMbr) within ) within 
the Albert Formation of the Horton Group (Lower Carboniferous). the Albert Formation of the Horton Group (Lower Carboniferous). The The 
sealing rocks are Upper Carboniferous shales and siltstonessealing rocks are Upper Carboniferous shales and siltstones

•• Presently 250,000 hectares are permitted in New Brunswick to varPresently 250,000 hectares are permitted in New Brunswick to various junior ious junior 
companies for oil and gas exploration. The Carboniferous productcompanies for oil and gas exploration. The Carboniferous production from ion from 
McCully field and the eventual rejuvenation of the McCully field and the eventual rejuvenation of the StoneyStoney Creek field, are Creek field, are 
very encouraging for the Paleozoic play in Atlantic Canada very encouraging for the Paleozoic play in Atlantic Canada –– including the including the 
Carboniferous basins of western Newfoundland. Carboniferous basins of western Newfoundland. 

•• Several large Carboniferous leads and prospects mapped by CorridSeveral large Carboniferous leads and prospects mapped by Corridor or 
Resources (e.g. Old Harry and West Cape Breton prospects) have aResources (e.g. Old Harry and West Cape Breton prospects) have also been lso been 
identified within the Gulf of St. Lawrenceidentified within the Gulf of St. Lawrence
http://http://www.corridor.ns.ca/properties/old_harry/index.xmlwww.corridor.ns.ca/properties/old_harry/index.xml

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c
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McCully Gas FieldMcCully Gas Field

Geological crossGeological cross--section of the section of the 
McCully oil field, New Brunswick McCully oil field, New Brunswick 
(after Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006). (after Fyffe and St. Peter, 2006). 
Gas is produced from the Hiram Gas is produced from the Hiram 
Brook sandstone member of the Brook sandstone member of the 
Albert Formation (Horton Group)Albert Formation (Horton Group)

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



McCully Gas FieldMcCully Gas Field

3D seismic section across the McCully oil field (dip direction),3D seismic section across the McCully oil field (dip direction), New New 
Brunswick showing gas sands within the Horton Group (after MarteBrunswick showing gas sands within the Horton Group (after Martel l 
and and DurlingDurling, 2006 and Corridor website), 2006 and Corridor website)

M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Prince Edward IslandPrince Edward Island
•• The The East Point EEast Point E--4949 well was drilled off the eastern shore of PEI well was drilled off the eastern shore of PEI 

in 1974 and tested gas at a rate of 5 in 1974 and tested gas at a rate of 5 MMcfdMMcfd from from PictouPictou Group Group 
sandstones. The offset Esandstones. The offset E--47 exploratory well drilled in 1980 to a 47 exploratory well drilled in 1980 to a 
depth of 2662 m did not encounter hydrocarbons depth of 2662 m did not encounter hydrocarbons 

•• The continental origin of the sediments underlying Prince EdwardThe continental origin of the sediments underlying Prince Edward
Islands suggests that the region should be considered mostly a Islands suggests that the region should be considered mostly a 
natural gas prone area. Green Gables #2 was drilled within the natural gas prone area. Green Gables #2 was drilled within the 
MabouMabou Group to a total depth of 2293 meters in 1997 by Corridor Group to a total depth of 2293 meters in 1997 by Corridor 
Resources. The well encountered natural gas in several intervalsResources. The well encountered natural gas in several intervals
during drilling and two of these intervals were tested, but flowduring drilling and two of these intervals were tested, but flow
rates were not considered to be commercial. Presently the well irates were not considered to be commercial. Presently the well is s 
listed as suspended with plans for relisted as suspended with plans for re--entry for possible reservoir entry for possible reservoir 
stimulationstimulation

•• Prince Edward Island is characterized by structural traps withinPrince Edward Island is characterized by structural traps within
the the PictouPictou Group which result from folding, faulting or a Group which result from folding, faulting or a 
combination of the two. Traps are commonly associated with salt combination of the two. Traps are commonly associated with salt 
domes (Windsor salt) and compressional anticlines relating to domes (Windsor salt) and compressional anticlines relating to 
transcurrenttranscurrent movements on a network of regional faultsmovements on a network of regional faults
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Geological crossGeological cross--correlation of Carboniferous formations and unconformities from correlation of Carboniferous formations and unconformities from onshore and offshore onshore and offshore 
exploration wells of Prince Edward Island and Gulf of St. Lawrenexploration wells of Prince Edward Island and Gulf of St. Lawrence, (from Lavoie, 2006, modified from ce, (from Lavoie, 2006, modified from 
Giles and Giles and UttigUttig, website poster). The section is hang on a Late Carboniferous s, website poster). The section is hang on a Late Carboniferous surface. East Point Furface. East Point F--47 and 47 and 
Green Gable No 1 wells are indicated. Green Gable No 1 wells are indicated. M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Nova ScotiaNova Scotia
•• Several large Gulf of St. Lawrence seismic programs acquired in Several large Gulf of St. Lawrence seismic programs acquired in the the 

1970s and early 1980s by companies such as Mobil, Chevron, Texac1970s and early 1980s by companies such as Mobil, Chevron, Texaco, o, 
HudsonHudson’’s Bay Oil and Gas, Shell, Petros Bay Oil and Gas, Shell, Petro--Canada, etc., culminated with Canada, etc., culminated with 
the drilling of ten Paleozoic offshore wells, one of which (Eastthe drilling of ten Paleozoic offshore wells, one of which (East Point EPoint E--49, 49, 
drilled in 1970), flow tested at 5 mmcfd of natural gas from drilled in 1970), flow tested at 5 mmcfd of natural gas from 
Carboniferous sands (Carboniferous sands (PictouPictou Group). This well was drilled midway Group). This well was drilled midway 
between Cape Breton Island and Prince Edward Island, but as between Cape Breton Island and Prince Edward Island, but as 
previously mentioned, the Epreviously mentioned, the E--47 delineation well failed to encounter the 47 delineation well failed to encounter the 
gas reservoir. The discovery is estimated to contain an ingas reservoir. The discovery is estimated to contain an in--place gas place gas 
resource of 77 billion cubic feet resource of 77 billion cubic feet 

•• Two offshore wells (Murphy et al. North Sydney PTwo offshore wells (Murphy et al. North Sydney P--05 and Shell et al. 05 and Shell et al. 
North Sydney FNorth Sydney F--24) were drilled in the 1970s in the Nova Scotia (NS) side 24) were drilled in the 1970s in the Nova Scotia (NS) side 
of the Sydney Basin. These wells tested a large, seismically defof the Sydney Basin. These wells tested a large, seismically defined ined 
antiformantiform and encountered gas shows in low porosity/permeability Upper and encountered gas shows in low porosity/permeability Upper 
Carboniferous sandstones. The Carboniferous sandstones. The stratigraphicallystratigraphically lower Horton and lower Horton and 
Windsor Group sandstones, which according to Windsor Group sandstones, which according to KendellKendell and Harvey and Harvey 
(2006) should have better reservoir properties remain untested i(2006) should have better reservoir properties remain untested in the n the 
basin. These wells and their relevance to the prospectivity of tbasin. These wells and their relevance to the prospectivity of the Sydney he Sydney 
Basin will be discussed in the next sectionBasin will be discussed in the next section
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Geological setting of the Sydney Basin and environs (modified afGeological setting of the Sydney Basin and environs (modified after ter PascucciPascucci et al., et al., 
2000), with locations of the North Sydney F2000), with locations of the North Sydney F--24 and P24 and P--05, East Point E05, East Point E--49, St. Paul P49, St. Paul P--91 91 
and and HermineHermine EE--94 wells, active ELs and Parcels 1, 2 and 394 wells, active ELs and Parcels 1, 2 and 3
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Newfoundland and LabradorNewfoundland and Labrador
•• The offshore Sydney Basin was actively explored by Texaco CanadaThe offshore Sydney Basin was actively explored by Texaco Canada in the late in the late 

1960s to mid 1970s, when several seismic grids were collected wi1960s to mid 1970s, when several seismic grids were collected within a large area thin a large area 
stretching from the east Magdalen Basin, Canso Strait and into tstretching from the east Magdalen Basin, Canso Strait and into the Sydney he Sydney 
Basin, where the company held large exploration blocks. About twBasin, where the company held large exploration blocks. About two dozen o dozen 
seismic anomalies representing various types of leads were mappeseismic anomalies representing various types of leads were mapped on about d on about 
8000 km of regional (10 by 10 mile grid) along with some denser 8000 km of regional (10 by 10 mile grid) along with some denser 2D seismic 2D seismic 
grids. Texaco estimated an 11 grids. Texaco estimated an 11 tcftcf natural gas resource for its licences, which were natural gas resource for its licences, which were 
located mostly on the Newfoundland side of the basin, but did nolocated mostly on the Newfoundland side of the basin, but did not drill an t drill an 
exploration well. No followexploration well. No follow--up exploration has occurred since that time. up exploration has occurred since that time. 

•• In addition to the CambrianIn addition to the Cambrian--Ordovician plays in western Newfoundland Ordovician plays in western Newfoundland 
(discussed in detail in a sister report (discussed in detail in a sister report 
((www.gov.nl.ca/mines&en/call_for_bids/nl06_3.pdfwww.gov.nl.ca/mines&en/call_for_bids/nl06_3.pdf), numerous oil and gas shows ), numerous oil and gas shows 
have also been encountered in the Carboniferous rocks of the Deehave also been encountered in the Carboniferous rocks of the Deer Lake Basin r Lake Basin 
and Bay St. George suband Bay St. George sub--basin. The Deer Lake Basin is an inverted Paleozoic rift basin. The Deer Lake Basin is an inverted Paleozoic rift 
basin where the plays involve rotated and inverted blocks contaibasin where the plays involve rotated and inverted blocks containing porous and ning porous and 
permeable Carboniferous North Brook sandstone and possibly deepepermeable Carboniferous North Brook sandstone and possibly deeper r 
dolomitized Ordovician carbonates. The source rocks in Deer Lakedolomitized Ordovician carbonates. The source rocks in Deer Lake Basin are Basin are 
Mississippian lacustrine shales and Mississippian lacustrine shales and dolostonesdolostones of the Forty Five Brook and of the Forty Five Brook and 
Rocky Brook Formations. Rocky Brook Formations. Two modern wells (Western Adventure #1 and #2) Two modern wells (Western Adventure #1 and #2) 
were recently drilled by Deer Lake Oil and Gas (DLOG) in this bawere recently drilled by Deer Lake Oil and Gas (DLOG) in this basin. Western sin. Western 
Adventure #1, drilled in 2000, flow tested 100,000 cu ft of gas Adventure #1, drilled in 2000, flow tested 100,000 cu ft of gas per day with some per day with some 
condensate from several sandstone units within the North Brook Fcondensate from several sandstone units within the North Brook Formation ormation 
((http://http://www.deerlakeoilandgas.com/npei.ppswww.deerlakeoilandgas.com/npei.pps) ) 
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Deer Lake BasinDeer Lake Basin--onshoreonshore

Cores of porous and permeable Cores of porous and permeable 
North Brook fluvial sandstones North Brook fluvial sandstones 
(Carboniferous) from a well in the (Carboniferous) from a well in the 
Deer Lake Basin, West Deer Lake Basin, West 
NewfoundlandNewfoundland
www.deerlakeoilandgas.com/npei.ppswww.deerlakeoilandgas.com/npei.pps
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Western Adventure #1Western Adventure #1
DST #4, December 2, 2000

Natural Gas Natural Gas Maximum Flow Rate Maximum Flow Rate 
100,000 cubic feet per day 100,000 cubic feet per day 
(with condensate)(with condensate)

Stimulation to obtain at least Stimulation to obtain at least 
300,000 300,000 cfpdcfpd to make electric generation to make electric generation 
economicaleconomical
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Newfoundland and LabradorNewfoundland and Labrador
•• Vulcan Minerals of St. JohnVulcan Minerals of St. John’’s has drilled seven shallow wells (less than s has drilled seven shallow wells (less than 

1,000 m) in the onshore portion of the Bay St. George sub1,000 m) in the onshore portion of the Bay St. George sub--basin in order basin in order 
to test large structural features mapped on seismic data to test large structural features mapped on seismic data 
(http://(http://www.vulcanminerals.ca/properties/onshore.htmlwww.vulcanminerals.ca/properties/onshore.html))

•• Most of the drilling has been towards the north Most of the drilling has been towards the north where crude oil was where crude oil was 
encountered at shallow depths beneath a gypsum quarry in the Flaencountered at shallow depths beneath a gypsum quarry in the Flat Bay t Bay 
area, and natural gas was discovered and flared as part of the sarea, and natural gas was discovered and flared as part of the same ame 
mining operation approximately 50 years agomining operation approximately 50 years ago

•• In the same area, Vulcan has encountered a thick oil zone in a sIn the same area, Vulcan has encountered a thick oil zone in a shallow hallow 
low permeability reservoir low permeability reservoir (Carboniferous Anguille conglomeratic (Carboniferous Anguille conglomeratic 
sandstone) insandstone) in several wells. The oil zone is up to 150 m thick, with the top several wells. The oil zone is up to 150 m thick, with the top 
as shallow as 50 m. The oil is light (34as shallow as 50 m. The oil is light (34oo API) and sweet from a lacustrine API) and sweet from a lacustrine 
source rock source rock 

•• New seismic lines and high resolution New seismic lines and high resolution aeromagaeromag data collected during data collected during 
20052005--2006 in the 2006 in the Bay St. George subBay St. George sub--basinbasin, has allowed the identification , has allowed the identification 
of several large structural closures. Two to three wells are to of several large structural closures. Two to three wells are to be drilled to be drilled to 
intermediate depth (approximately 1,000 m) during 2006 and additintermediate depth (approximately 1,000 m) during 2006 and additional ional 
seismic data acquisition is planned to better define some of theseismic data acquisition is planned to better define some of the deeper deeper 
leads leads ((http://www.vulcanminerals.ca/images/VulcanMineralsWesternNewfounhttp://www.vulcanminerals.ca/images/VulcanMineralsWesternNewfoundlandProspects.pdfdlandProspects.pdf))
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Sydney BasinSydney Basin
•• The relatively active offshore exploration cycle within the The relatively active offshore exploration cycle within the 

Maritime Basin (Gulf of St. Lawrence and Sydney Basin) that Maritime Basin (Gulf of St. Lawrence and Sydney Basin) that 
took place during the 1970s ended with the oil price collapse oftook place during the 1970s ended with the oil price collapse of
1982. Since then, only small seismic programs in the Gulf region1982. Since then, only small seismic programs in the Gulf region
((egeg., Corridor Resources) and Sydney Basin (., Corridor Resources) and Sydney Basin (egeg., Hunt Oil) have ., Hunt Oil) have 
helped define several large leads and prospects; for instance thhelped define several large leads and prospects; for instance the e 
Old Harry structure and West Cape Breton prospects currently Old Harry structure and West Cape Breton prospects currently 
held by Corridor Resources: held by Corridor Resources: 
http://http://www.corridor.ns.ca/properties/old_harry/index.xmlwww.corridor.ns.ca/properties/old_harry/index.xml

•• No seismic acquisition has occurred on the NL side of the SydneyNo seismic acquisition has occurred on the NL side of the Sydney
Basin since the 1970s. Basin since the 1970s. Past exploration activity in the Past exploration activity in the basin has basin has 
consisted of the collection of approximately 6464 line km of 2D consisted of the collection of approximately 6464 line km of 2D 
seismic data, with the most recent seismic program undertaken inseismic data, with the most recent seismic program undertaken in
1973. As previously stated, no drilling has occurred on the 1973. As previously stated, no drilling has occurred on the 
Newfoundland side of the basin. Due to its spread over two Newfoundland side of the basin. Due to its spread over two 
jurisdictions, a downturn in offshore exploration drilling and ajurisdictions, a downturn in offshore exploration drilling and a
lengthy exploration moratorium no basinlengthy exploration moratorium no basin--wide seismic maps or wide seismic maps or 
detailed basinal geologic study has ever been published for the detailed basinal geologic study has ever been published for the 
entire Sydney Basinentire Sydney Basin
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Recent Sydney Basin LandsaleRecent Sydney Basin Landsale
•• In 1998, Hunt Oil licensed two large In 1998, Hunt Oil licensed two large 

blocks EL 2364 (225,406 ha) and EL blocks EL 2364 (225,406 ha) and EL 
2365 (244,315 ha) from the C2365 (244,315 ha) from the C--NSOPB NSOPB 

•• These blocks are located within the These blocks are located within the 
Sydney Basin in water depths ranging Sydney Basin in water depths ranging 
from 90 to 360 metresfrom 90 to 360 metres

•• Work commitments for each ELs was Work commitments for each ELs was 
$2,165,000 suggesting that initial $2,165,000 suggesting that initial 
exploration would be directed towards exploration would be directed towards 
geological studies and seismic geological studies and seismic 
acquisitionacquisition

•• Due to delays in receiving approvals Due to delays in receiving approvals 
for seismic programs on account of for seismic programs on account of 
environmental concerns the 2 D environmental concerns the 2 D 
seismic was not acquired until the seismic was not acquired until the 
year 2005 and this data has only year 2005 and this data has only 
recently been interpretedrecently been interpreted
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Recent Sydney Basin LandsaleRecent Sydney Basin Landsale
•• On the western side of Cape Breton On the western side of Cape Breton 

Island, within the neighbouring Island, within the neighbouring 
Carboniferous Magdalen Basin, Carboniferous Magdalen Basin, 
Corridor Resources owns 100% of Corridor Resources owns 100% of 
EL 2368 (247,020 ha) situated just 8 EL 2368 (247,020 ha) situated just 8 
km from the East Point Ekm from the East Point E--49 gas 49 gas 
discovery. Seismic data has been discovery. Seismic data has been 
acquired, processed and interpreted acquired, processed and interpreted 
over this block and a prospect is over this block and a prospect is 
drilldrill--ready in a water depth of 60 m ready in a water depth of 60 m --
pending rig availability and finding a pending rig availability and finding a 
partner partner 
((http://http://www.corridor.ns.ca/propertiewww.corridor.ns.ca/propertie
s/west_cape_breton/index.xmls/west_cape_breton/index.xml))

•• On Cape Breton Island several On Cape Breton Island several 
Exploration Permits for conventional Exploration Permits for conventional 
resources and/or coal bed methane resources and/or coal bed methane 
were awarded recently by the Nova were awarded recently by the Nova 
Scotia Government in the Scotia Government in the 
Cumberland region of the onshore Cumberland region of the onshore 
Sydney BasinSydney Basin

After NSDEAfter NSDE
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Southwest Newfoundland Southwest Newfoundland 
ExplorationExploration Just South of Sydney Basin, within Just South of Sydney Basin, within 

the Newfoundland and Labrador the Newfoundland and Labrador 
jurisdiction a total of 2.25 million jurisdiction a total of 2.25 million 
hectares (2,372,212 acres) are held hectares (2,372,212 acres) are held 
under seven ELs in the Laurentian under seven ELs in the Laurentian 
Basin by ConocoPhillips and its Basin by ConocoPhillips and its 
partners. Imperial Oil has a partners. Imperial Oil has a 
deepwater EL with an area of deepwater EL with an area of 
194,800 ha. These 8 licences were 194,800 ha. These 8 licences were 
awarded in 2004 and it is expected awarded in 2004 and it is expected 
that a well will be drilled in one of that a well will be drilled in one of 
the ConocoPhillips operated ELs the ConocoPhillips operated ELs 
during the 2007during the 2007--2008 time frame. 2008 time frame. 

In the Laurentian Basin, Tertiary and Mesozoic sedimentary infilIn the Laurentian Basin, Tertiary and Mesozoic sedimentary infill is thick and l is thick and 
penetration of Carboniferous rocks which might form the basins ppenetration of Carboniferous rocks which might form the basins prere--rift rift 
basement is not expected in any well that may be planned.basement is not expected in any well that may be planned.
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Offshore Newfoundland Offshore Newfoundland 
and Labrador exploration and Labrador exploration 
areas are licensed by the areas are licensed by the 
CC--NLOPB to the party NLOPB to the party 
submitting the highest bid submitting the highest bid 
in the form of work in the form of work 
commitments, which are commitments, which are 
secured by a refundable secured by a refundable 
deposit equal to 25% of deposit equal to 25% of 
bid amount bid amount 
((http://http://www.cnlopb.nl.cawww.cnlopb.nl.ca//). ). 
The minimum bid for all The minimum bid for all 
parcels in the Sydney parcels in the Sydney 
Basin is $1,000,000 Basin is $1,000,000 
(approximately US (approximately US 
$900,000) per parcel.$900,000) per parcel.

There were no Exploration Licenses awarded on the Newfoundland side of the Sydney 
Basin during the past three decades. As noted above the last exploration was undertaken 
by Texaco Canada, who relinquished most of its acreage in 1975, and no new marine 
seismic data has been acquired on the Newfoundland side of the Sydney Basin since 
1974. For reasons stated earlier this is the first Call for Bids in the area in thirty years.
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3. Regional Geology of the Sydney Basin3. Regional Geology of the Sydney Basin

•• 3.1. Location3.1. Location

•• 3.2. Basin Overview3.2. Basin Overview

•• 3.3. Litho3.3. Litho--stratigraphy of Sydney Basinstratigraphy of Sydney Basin

•• 3.4. Interpretation of South Sydney Basin 3.4. Interpretation of South Sydney Basin 
Seismic DataSeismic Data

•• 3.5. Basin Evolution3.5. Basin Evolution

•• 3.6. Offshore Well Results3.6. Offshore Well Results
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Land topography and bathymetry of the Atlantic Provinces (East CLand topography and bathymetry of the Atlantic Provinces (East Coast Canada) oast Canada) 
showing main physiographic units and location of the Sydney Basishowing main physiographic units and location of the Sydney Basin (modified n (modified 
after after NRCanNRCan and the Canadian and the Canadian HydrographicHydrographic Service)Service) M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Sydney Basin OverviewSydney Basin Overview
Sydney Basin was formed during 3 Sydney Basin was formed during 3 orogenicorogenic phases: 1). Taconic (late Midphases: 1). Taconic (late Mid--
Ordovician); 2). Ordovician); 2). SalinicSalinic (late Silurian), and 3). Acadian (Devonian). These phases (late Silurian), and 3). Acadian (Devonian). These phases 
were associated with docking and thrusting of several were associated with docking and thrusting of several microplatesmicroplates to the to the LaurentiaLaurentia
continental margin. The Acadian continental margin. The Acadian orogenyorogeny resulted in raising of the Appalachian resulted in raising of the Appalachian 
Mountains along the eastern margin of the North American contineMountains along the eastern margin of the North American continent. nt. 

••A fourth A fourth orogenicorogenic phasephase--the the AlleghenianAlleghenian-- during the during the 
Carboniferous was manifested by both transtension and Carboniferous was manifested by both transtension and 
transpressiontranspression, and completed the formation of the , and completed the formation of the 
supercontinent of supercontinent of PangeaPangea -- including the islands of including the islands of 
Newfoundland and Cape Breton and the Sydney Basin Newfoundland and Cape Breton and the Sydney Basin 
separating themseparating them
••Erosion, which lasted from Late Paleozoic to Tertiary Erosion, which lasted from Late Paleozoic to Tertiary 
almost almost peneplainedpeneplained the Appalachian the Appalachian MntsMnts. A regional . A regional 
uplift during the Tertiary, related to the readjustment of uplift during the Tertiary, related to the readjustment of 
plate movements during Atlantic Ocean opening, and plate movements during Atlantic Ocean opening, and 
selective erosion (including glaciations) shaped the selective erosion (including glaciations) shaped the 
mountain chains and hills now forming the Cape Breton mountain chains and hills now forming the Cape Breton 
and and southwesternsouthwestern Newfoundland landscape. Between Newfoundland landscape. Between 
both islands, erosion and subsidence lowered the Sydney both islands, erosion and subsidence lowered the Sydney 
Basin to as much as 500m below the sea levelBasin to as much as 500m below the sea level

After Pascucci et al., 2000
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The Sydney Basin is a Carboniferous The Sydney Basin is a Carboniferous 
successor basin situated east of the Cabot successor basin situated east of the Cabot 
Strait in waters shallower than 450 m. The Strait in waters shallower than 450 m. The 
basin covers a large offshore area (35,000 basin covers a large offshore area (35,000 
km2) south of the Newfoundland coastline km2) south of the Newfoundland coastline 
and has a well exposed outcrop belt on and has a well exposed outcrop belt on 
Cape Breton Island (NS). The basin extends Cape Breton Island (NS). The basin extends 
under the Laurentian Channel and Burin under the Laurentian Channel and Burin 
Platform bathymetric features.Platform bathymetric features.

The western limit is considered the Hollow Fault and The western limit is considered the Hollow Fault and 
therefore it includes the Cabot Arch and the St Paul High. therefore it includes the Cabot Arch and the St Paul High. 
Its eastern limit is not well defined as basin is gradually Its eastern limit is not well defined as basin is gradually 
onlappedonlapped by the Mesozoic sediments of the Laurentian B. by the Mesozoic sediments of the Laurentian B. 
The The HermineHermine EE--94 well intersected Carboniferous red beds 94 well intersected Carboniferous red beds 
and Windsor evaporites under Cretaceous sediments. and Windsor evaporites under Cretaceous sediments. 
Northward, the basin terminates at the Newfoundland Northward, the basin terminates at the Newfoundland 
coastline and southward extends onshore into Cape Breton coastline and southward extends onshore into Cape Breton 
county, while seaward it is bordered by the county, while seaward it is bordered by the ProterozoicProterozoic
rocks of the rocks of the ScatarieScatarie Ridge. Ridge. 
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••Pascucci et al. Pascucci et al. (2000) have interpreted (2000) have interpreted 
the geological history of this poorly the geological history of this poorly 
known offshore basin by using an known offshore basin by using an 
industry seismic grid and the industry seismic grid and the 
LithoprobeLithoprobe line 86line 86--5 tied to outcrops, 5 tied to outcrops, 
mines and coal mines and coal drillholesdrillholes and two and two 
offshore wells (N. Sydney Foffshore wells (N. Sydney F--24 and P24 and P--
05) located on the Cape Breton side of 05) located on the Cape Breton side of 
the basinthe basin
••The mid Devonian to Upper The mid Devonian to Upper 
Carboniferous/Permian basin fill is Carboniferous/Permian basin fill is 
generally 6generally 6--7 km thick but may reach 7 km thick but may reach 
12 km in its depocenters, and 12 km in its depocenters, and 
represents three extensional phases represents three extensional phases 
with intervening and succeeding with intervening and succeeding 
compressive phases compressive phases 
••The basin sedimentary fill comprises The basin sedimentary fill comprises 
grey and red sandstone, siltstone, shale grey and red sandstone, siltstone, shale 
and conglomerate, with one interval of and conglomerate, with one interval of 
marine limestone and marine limestone and evaporiteevaporite rocksrocks

After Pascucci et al., 2000 M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c
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Basin, locations of the N. Sydney FBasin, locations of the N. Sydney F--24 and P24 and P--05 wells05 wells



••The basin is saucerThe basin is saucer--shaped with the deepest part in its central area, but the shaped with the deepest part in its central area, but the 
basin is also characterized by a series of parallel halfbasin is also characterized by a series of parallel half--grabens and ridges. Some grabens and ridges. Some 
of the ridges and rotated blocks are inverted blocks and deformaof the ridges and rotated blocks are inverted blocks and deformation is tion is 
propagated into the Late Carboniferous units propagated into the Late Carboniferous units 
••Major fault lineaments are traceable to the central basin area wMajor fault lineaments are traceable to the central basin area where here 
correlations are impossible due to lack of data and poor seismiccorrelations are impossible due to lack of data and poor seismic imaging. imaging. 
According to According to PascucciPascucci et al. (2000) offshore to onshore fault correlations is et al. (2000) offshore to onshore fault correlations is 
difficult due to lack of data in the difficult due to lack of data in the nearshorenearshore (transitional) domain(transitional) domain
••In spite of poor seismic coverage, the potential field linear trIn spite of poor seismic coverage, the potential field linear trend and the end and the 
existence of Carboniferous rocks in several locations on the Burexistence of Carboniferous rocks in several locations on the Burin Peninsula, in Peninsula, 
indicate that similar half graben/ridge geometry continues on thindicate that similar half graben/ridge geometry continues on the Newfoundland e Newfoundland 
side of the basin side of the basin 
The sedimentary rocks were deposited during the Late Devonian toThe sedimentary rocks were deposited during the Late Devonian to Early Early 
Permian in synPermian in syn--rift, thermal sag and rift, thermal sag and transpressionaltranspressional settings and within an settings and within an 
equatorial equatorial paleoclimatepaleoclimate environment. The deposits were formed in an intraenvironment. The deposits were formed in an intra--
orogenicorogenic setting and are predominantly lacustrine and alluvial deposits setting and are predominantly lacustrine and alluvial deposits but with but with 
at least one marine interlude (Windsor evaporites). Coalat least one marine interlude (Windsor evaporites). Coal--bearing strata and bearing strata and 
hydrocarbon source and reservoir rocks are widespread on land anhydrocarbon source and reservoir rocks are widespread on land and offshored offshore

Sydney BasinSydney Basin
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•• The Horton, Windsor and The Horton, Windsor and MabouMabou strata outcrop along the Eastern Cape Breton strata outcrop along the Eastern Cape Breton 
Highlands, where a Horton halfHighlands, where a Horton half--graben has been documented graben has been documented 

•• Near Near IngonishIngonish the Windsor Group rests on basement rocks, and includes the Windsor Group rests on basement rocks, and includes 
carbonate mounds carbonate mounds 

•• Carboniferous strata, including Windsor diapirs, occupy faultCarboniferous strata, including Windsor diapirs, occupy fault--bounded basins in bounded basins in 
the Cabot Strait the Cabot Strait 

•• TournaisianTournaisian (Horton equivalent) alluvial and lacustrine rocks, including da(Horton equivalent) alluvial and lacustrine rocks, including dark rk 
shales, are present on the Burin Peninsula (shales, are present on the Burin Peninsula (““SS”” and and ““TT””), where they are overlain ), where they are overlain 
unconformablyunconformably by alluvial (by alluvial (MabouMabou Group?) strata Group?) strata 

•• CoalCoal--bearing bearing WestphalianWestphalian BB--D strata overlie basement rocks in Placentia Bay and D strata overlie basement rocks in Placentia Bay and 
Lower and Upper Carboniferous strata, including Windsor diapirs,Lower and Upper Carboniferous strata, including Windsor diapirs, underlie the underlie the 
Burin Platform and the eastern Grand Banks possibly within a disBurin Platform and the eastern Grand Banks possibly within a distinct tinct depocentredepocentre

•• (above paragraph modified from (above paragraph modified from PascucciPascucci et al., 2000)et al., 2000)

Pascucci et al., 2000
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Interpretation of Interpretation of LithobrobeLithobrobe seismic line 86seismic line 86--5 that crosses the southern part of the Sydney Basin (modified a5 that crosses the southern part of the Sydney Basin (modified after fter 
MarillierMarillier et al., 1989 and et al., 1989 and PascucciPascucci et al., 2000). The line crosses four halfet al., 2000). The line crosses four half--grabens and several fault zones formally grabens and several fault zones formally 
named by named by PascucciPascucci et al. (2000). The ELs 2364 and 2365 and N. Sydney Pet al. (2000). The ELs 2364 and 2365 and N. Sydney P--05 well position are indicated. A, B and C 05 well position are indicated. A, B and C 
are main seismic surfaces representing major unconformities. Annare main seismic surfaces representing major unconformities. Annotations are: U1=Horton Group and older; otations are: U1=Horton Group and older; 
U2=Windsor and U2=Windsor and MabouMabou groups and U3=groups and U3=MorienMorien and and PictouPictou groupgroup.

The interpreted crossThe interpreted cross--section indicates the presence of four half grabens bounded by section indicates the presence of four half grabens bounded by 
synsyn--rift normal listric faults detaching to a mid crustal zone. The rift normal listric faults detaching to a mid crustal zone. The graben fill thins graben fill thins 
toward the southeast indicating the major direction of extensiontoward the southeast indicating the major direction of extension being NWbeing NW--SE. Some SE. Some 
of the rotated blocks are slightly inverted bending the youngestof the rotated blocks are slightly inverted bending the youngest sedimentary unit U3 sedimentary unit U3 
and indicating a final and indicating a final transpressionaltranspressional event in the basin. Four seismic event in the basin. Four seismic megasequencesmegasequences
bounded by angular unconformities are interpreted: the Basement bounded by angular unconformities are interpreted: the Basement and Units 1, 2 and and Units 1, 2 and 
3. Faults affect mainly the basement, the Horton 3. Faults affect mainly the basement, the Horton GrGr and to a lesser extent the Windsor and to a lesser extent the Windsor 
and and MabouMabou GrsGrs. Only reverse faults during . Only reverse faults during transpressiontranspression affect the U3 unit.affect the U3 unit.

Regional Seismic LineRegional Seismic Line



Schematic model of extensional duplex and basin fill applicable Schematic model of extensional duplex and basin fill applicable to to 
the Sydney Basin structural evolution (after the Sydney Basin structural evolution (after PascucciPascucci et al., 2000)et al., 2000)

••Main seismic Markers are: A (preMain seismic Markers are: A (pre--rift Unconformity), B (Visean Unconformity) and C (Base rift Unconformity), B (Visean Unconformity) and C (Base 
Pennsylvanian Unconformity). Other strong seismic amplitude evenPennsylvanian Unconformity). Other strong seismic amplitude events in the shallow U3 are due ts in the shallow U3 are due 
to widespread coal seamsto widespread coal seams
•• The same structuralThe same structural--stratigraphic model should apply for the central and northern pastratigraphic model should apply for the central and northern parts of the rts of the 
basin where Parcels 1 to 3 are located basin where Parcels 1 to 3 are located 
••The interpreted mega sequences correspond respectively to the AcThe interpreted mega sequences correspond respectively to the Acadian basement, Horton adian basement, Horton 
Group, Windsor and Group, Windsor and MabouMabou groups as well as the groups as well as the MorienMorien and and PictouPictou groupsgroups
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LithoLitho--stratigraphy of Sydney Basinstratigraphy of Sydney Basin
•• While the main Paleozoic groups have similar names While the main Paleozoic groups have similar names 

throughout the Maritime Provinces, their subthroughout the Maritime Provinces, their sub--
divisions (formation and members) have diverse divisions (formation and members) have diverse 
local terminologylocal terminology

•• For the present report, the lithoFor the present report, the litho--stratigraphic stratigraphic 
sequence compiled by the Nova Scotia Department sequence compiled by the Nova Scotia Department 
of Energy (of Energy (KendellKendell, pers. comm., 2006) and depicted , pers. comm., 2006) and depicted 
will be referencedwill be referenced

•• The geological units found in the Sydney Basin were The geological units found in the Sydney Basin were 
interpreted from extrapolation of outcrops, mines interpreted from extrapolation of outcrops, mines 
and wells in Cape Breton and from the two North and wells in Cape Breton and from the two North 
Sydney petroleum exploration wellsSydney petroleum exploration wells

•• A description of these units after A description of these units after PascucciPascucci et al. et al. 
(2000) follows(2000) follows
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Generalized LithoGeneralized Litho--stratigraphic column (stratigraphic chart after stratigraphic column (stratigraphic chart after GiblingGibling, Nova Scotia Department of , Nova Scotia Department of 
Energy, modified after Energy, modified after KendellKendell, 2006), depicting main seismic markers, reservoir, source inter, 2006), depicting main seismic markers, reservoir, source intervals and vals and 
tectonic evolution for the offshore Sydney Basintectonic evolution for the offshore Sydney Basin M.E. Enachescu/NLDNR 2006c



Acadian BasementAcadian Basement
Basement consists of Precambrian and Lower Paleozoic (Basement consists of Precambrian and Lower Paleozoic (HadrynianHadrynian to early Devonian) to early Devonian) 
rocks belonging to several, fault bounded rocks belonging to several, fault bounded terranesterranes that had merged prior to and during that had merged prior to and during 
the midthe mid--Devonian Acadian Orogeny (Figures 3 and 10). At various times, tDevonian Acadian Orogeny (Figures 3 and 10). At various times, these faulted hese faulted 
terraneterrane boundaries which extend from Cape Breton over to Newfoundland hboundaries which extend from Cape Breton over to Newfoundland have been ave been 
rere--activated as either extensional, compressional or strikeactivated as either extensional, compressional or strike--slip mega faultsslip mega faults.

Devonian/Devonian/MississipianMississipian rocksrocks ((Unit 1Unit 1))
The midThe mid--Devonian Devonian McAdams Lake FmMcAdams Lake Fm is a synis a syn--rift sequence deposited in halfrift sequence deposited in half--

grabens during initial extension. Basin fill of alluvial and lacgrabens during initial extension. Basin fill of alluvial and lacustrine origin is comprised ustrine origin is comprised 
mainly of coarse mainly of coarse siliciclasticssiliciclastics, organic, organic--rich shales and coal. The rich shales and coal. The Horton GroupHorton Group
occupies faultoccupies fault--bounded basins across Atlantic Canada and similar basins with Hobounded basins across Atlantic Canada and similar basins with Horton rton 
fill are imaged on fill are imaged on LithoprobeLithoprobe line 86line 86--5 and industry lines. The 5 and industry lines. The GrantmireGrantmire FmFm
((TournaisianTournaisian) of the Horton Group rests on an angular unconformity and consi) of the Horton Group rests on an angular unconformity and consists sts 
mainly of alluvial fan and braided stream conglomerates up to 80mainly of alluvial fan and braided stream conglomerates up to 800 m thick. Volcanic 0 m thick. Volcanic 
rocks of the rocks of the FissetFisset Brook FmBrook Fm underlie the Horton Group in western Cape Breton, while underlie the Horton Group in western Cape Breton, while 
organicorganic--rich shales are prominent at midrich shales are prominent at mid--levels within the Horton Group. From seismic levels within the Horton Group. From seismic 
data and outcrop measurements, the seismic Unit U1 is estimated data and outcrop measurements, the seismic Unit U1 is estimated to be 3 to 3.5 km to be 3 to 3.5 km 
thick.thick.
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Devonian/Devonian/MississipianMississipian rocksrocks ((Unit 2Unit 2).).
The The Windsor GroupWindsor Group (Visean) is up to 1000 m thick, but overall, thickness is highl(Visean) is up to 1000 m thick, but overall, thickness is highly y 

variable. It overlies the variable. It overlies the GrantmireGrantmire Fm with apparent concordance, and oversteps it Fm with apparent concordance, and oversteps it 
locally to rest on basement rocks. Basal units comprise carbonatlocally to rest on basement rocks. Basal units comprise carbonate e buildupsbuildups of the of the Gays Gays 
River FmRiver Fm and dark laminated limestone of the and dark laminated limestone of the MacumberMacumber FmFm. Overlying strata consists . Overlying strata consists 
of of siliciclasticssiliciclastics, carbonates, sulphate evaporites, halite and minor potash salts, carbonates, sulphate evaporites, halite and minor potash salts. The local . The local 
Kempt Head FmKempt Head Fm contains a thick halite section (up to 327 m), although evaporicontains a thick halite section (up to 327 m), although evaporites may tes may 
not be prominent elsewhere in the basin. Overall, there is less not be prominent elsewhere in the basin. Overall, there is less salt in the basin if salt in the basin if 
compared to the Magdalen Basin to the west and salt compared to the Magdalen Basin to the west and salt halokinesishalokinesis is less spectacular than is less spectacular than 
in other Maritime or Grand Banks basins.in other Maritime or Grand Banks basins.

Devonian/Mississipian rocks (Unit 2).
The overlying lacustrine Mabou Group consists of sandstone, siltstone, shale, 

limestone and sulphate evaporites, with some thick dark shales. Unit 2 reflectors 
normally occupy synformal areas that onlap Unit 1 and overstep onto Acadian basement 
rocks. Unit 2 is about 1.1 km thick.
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Pennsylvanian/PermianPennsylvanian/Permian ((Unit 3Unit 3))
The The MorienMorien GroupGroup (late (late WestphalianWestphalian to to StephanianStephanian) is up to 1800 m thick and rests ) is up to 1800 m thick and rests 

unconformablyunconformably on the on the MabouMabou and Windsor groups. The basal and Windsor groups. The basal South Bar FmSouth Bar Fm is at least is at least 
860 m thick and consists mainly of braided860 m thick and consists mainly of braided--fluvial sandstones with minor coal. The fluvial sandstones with minor coal. The 
overlying overlying Sydney Mines FmSydney Mines Fm is about 1000 m thick and consists of sandstone, mudstone, is about 1000 m thick and consists of sandstone, mudstone, 
economic coals, dark limestone, and economic coals, dark limestone, and calcretecalcrete, deposited in alluvial to restricted marine , deposited in alluvial to restricted marine 
conditions. It has a distinct seismic signature due to the stronconditions. It has a distinct seismic signature due to the strongly reflective coal gly reflective coal 
measures. The measures. The WaddensWaddens Cove FormationCove Formation is a local alluvialis a local alluvial--redbedredbed equivalent of these equivalent of these 
two formations.two formations.

Pennsylvanian/PermianPennsylvanian/Permian ((Unit 3Unit 3))
The overlying lacustrine The overlying lacustrine MabouMabou GroupGroup consists of sandstone, siltstone, shale, consists of sandstone, siltstone, shale, 

limestone and sulphate evaporites, with some thick dark shales. limestone and sulphate evaporites, with some thick dark shales. Unit 2 reflectors Unit 2 reflectors 
normally occupy normally occupy synformalsynformal areas that onlap Unit 1 and overstep onto Acadian basement areas that onlap Unit 1 and overstep onto Acadian basement 
rocks. Unit 2 is about 1.1 km thick.rocks. Unit 2 is about 1.1 km thick.
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Pennsylvanian/PermianPennsylvanian/Permian ((Unit 3Unit 3))
The The PictouPictou GroupGroup ((StephanianStephanian to ?Permian) which consists of red mudstone and to ?Permian) which consists of red mudstone and 

sandstone underlies the sandstone underlies the nearshorenearshore area and may be 1000 m thick. Unit 3 is bounded by area and may be 1000 m thick. Unit 3 is bounded by 
an angular unconformity C, oversteps the other units and may resan angular unconformity C, oversteps the other units and may rest directly on the t directly on the 
basement. The unit blankets the entire Sydney Basin and can be ubasement. The unit blankets the entire Sydney Basin and can be up to 1.8 km thick in p to 1.8 km thick in 
the central part of the saucerthe central part of the saucer--shaped basin. A top shaped basin. A top WestphalianWestphalian unconformity between unconformity between 
MorienMorien and and PictouPictou groups was recognized in the Cabot Strait. This unconformity groups was recognized in the Cabot Strait. This unconformity 
(named (named BarachoisBarachois Unconformity) may extend throughout the Sydney Basin.Unconformity) may extend throughout the Sydney Basin.

Permian to Quaternary rocksPermian to Quaternary rocks
PostPost--Carboniferous sediments may be present in parts of the basin. CrCarboniferous sediments may be present in parts of the basin. Cretaceous etaceous 

rocks overlie the Upper Paleozoic section on the Burin Platform rocks overlie the Upper Paleozoic section on the Burin Platform and the eastern Sydney and the eastern Sydney 
Basin; while Lower Cretaceous igneous rocks have been dredged frBasin; while Lower Cretaceous igneous rocks have been dredged from the om the ScatarieScatarie
Ridge. Several industry wells have penetrated Carboniferous rockRidge. Several industry wells have penetrated Carboniferous rocks in the southern s in the southern 
Grand Banks (e.g. Grand Banks (e.g. HermineHermine EE--94), proving that Late Paleozoic successor basins became 94), proving that Late Paleozoic successor basins became 
platform in Mesozoic time, underwent active rifting in the Late platform in Mesozoic time, underwent active rifting in the Late TriassicTriassic--Early Jurassic Early Jurassic 
and the newly formed grabens were and the newly formed grabens were infilledinfilled with Mesozoic sediments.with Mesozoic sediments.



Permian to Quaternary rocks

•• Tectonic activity and erosion relating to the Avalon Uplift Tectonic activity and erosion relating to the Avalon Uplift 
affected the southern Grand Banks from the Late Jurassic affected the southern Grand Banks from the Late Jurassic 
to the Late Cretaceous Fissionto the Late Cretaceous Fission--track analysis indicates that track analysis indicates that 
the Maritime Basin underwent prolonged exhumation that the Maritime Basin underwent prolonged exhumation that 
commenced by the Mid or Upper Triassic, resulting in commenced by the Mid or Upper Triassic, resulting in 
erosion of several kilometres of the latest Paleozoic to erosion of several kilometres of the latest Paleozoic to 
early Mesozoic strataearly Mesozoic strata

•• Quaternary deposits mostly of glacial origin overlie the Quaternary deposits mostly of glacial origin overlie the 
older rocks. These deposits are too thin to be older rocks. These deposits are too thin to be corelatablecorelatable on on 
industry seismic data, without further reprocessing of the industry seismic data, without further reprocessing of the 
datadata
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Interpretation of dip seismic line from the southern part of the Sydney Basin 
(modified after Pascucci et al., 2000). The line crosses two half-grabens and the 
North Sydney ridge where industry exploration wells were drilled
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Acadian BasementAcadian Basement

Windsor/Windsor/MabouMabou groupsgroups

Horton GroupHorton Group

Morien/Pictou groups

PeneplainingPeneplaining of the Acadian fold belt (pre rift Unconformity A) and formatioof the Acadian fold belt (pre rift Unconformity A) and formation of n of 
extensional half grabens filled with Mississippian Horton Group.extensional half grabens filled with Mississippian Horton Group. The basal Horton The basal Horton 
Group could be Late Devonian and older deposits (McAdams Lake FoGroup could be Late Devonian and older deposits (McAdams Lake Formation or rmation or 
equivalent) may exist in deeper grabens. The new extensional areequivalent) may exist in deeper grabens. The new extensional area becomes a a becomes a 
successor basin to Acadian Orogenysuccessor basin to Acadian Orogeny
Erosion and/or Erosion and/or nondepositionnondeposition at the postat the post--rift Unconformity B followed by thermal rift Unconformity B followed by thermal 
subsidence when Windsor/subsidence when Windsor/MabouMabou groups are deposited over the entire extended area groups are deposited over the entire extended area 
including the ridges and rift shouldersincluding the ridges and rift shoulders

Geological evolution of the Sydney Basin (modified after Geological evolution of the Sydney Basin (modified after PascucciPascucci et al., 2003)et al., 2003)
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Morien/Pictou groups

Morien/PictouMorien/Pictou groupsgroups

Late Cretaceous-Tertiary  sediments

CC

3. Fault rejuvenation in mid3. Fault rejuvenation in mid--Carboniferous due to the Carboniferous due to the AlleghenianAlleghenian orogenicorogenic phasephase
4. Mild basin inversion and erosion forming Base Pennsylvanian U4. Mild basin inversion and erosion forming Base Pennsylvanian Unconformity Cnconformity C
5. Regional subsidence and deposition of the 5. Regional subsidence and deposition of the Morien/PictouMorien/Pictou groups in a large groups in a large 
lacustrine basinlacustrine basin
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Morien/Pictou groups

Morien/PictouMorien/Pictou groupsgroups

Late Cretaceous-Tertiary  sediments

6. Transpressional activity (Permian?) including reactivation of graben bounding faults 
and deeper crustal fault zones to form flower structures and compressional anticlines
7. Regional exhumation of the basin due to Pangea rifting lasting from Late Triassic to 
Early Cretaceous (Sydney Basin was part of the Scotian Shelf-South Grand Banks rift 
shoulder and was also close to the Newfoundland Transfer Zone)
8. Late Cretaceous-Tertiary subsidence and sedimentation along the ancient St. 
Lawrence Channel and its levies followed by late exhumation and erosion. Recent 
marine incursion and deposition of glacial beds

Geological evolution of the Sydney Basin (modified after Geological evolution of the Sydney Basin (modified after PascucciPascucci et al., 2003)et al., 2003)
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Basin Evolution
1. 1. PeneplainingPeneplaining of the Acadian fold belt (pre rift Unconformity A) and formatioof the Acadian fold belt (pre rift Unconformity A) and formation of n of 
extensional half grabens filled with Mississippian Horton Group.extensional half grabens filled with Mississippian Horton Group. The basal Horton The basal Horton 
Group could be Late Devonian and older deposits (McAdams Lake FoGroup could be Late Devonian and older deposits (McAdams Lake Formation or rmation or 
equivalent) may exist in deeper grabens. The new extensional areequivalent) may exist in deeper grabens. The new extensional area becomes a successor a becomes a successor 
basin to Acadian Orogenybasin to Acadian Orogeny
2. Erosion and/or 2. Erosion and/or nondepositionnondeposition at the postat the post--rift Unconformity B followed by thermal rift Unconformity B followed by thermal 
subsidence when Windsor/subsidence when Windsor/MabouMabou groups are deposited over the entire extended area groups are deposited over the entire extended area 
including the ridges and rift shouldersincluding the ridges and rift shoulders
3. Fault rejuvenation in mid3. Fault rejuvenation in mid--Carboniferous due to the Carboniferous due to the AlleghenianAlleghenian orogenicorogenic phasephase
4. Mild basin inversion and erosion forming Base Pennsylvanian U4. Mild basin inversion and erosion forming Base Pennsylvanian Unconformity Cnconformity C
5. Regional subsidence and deposition of the 5. Regional subsidence and deposition of the Morien/PictouMorien/Pictou groups in a large lacustrine groups in a large lacustrine 
basinbasin
6. 6. TranspressionalTranspressional activity (Permian?) including reactivation of graben bounding factivity (Permian?) including reactivation of graben bounding faults aults 
and deeper crustal fault zones to form flower structures and comand deeper crustal fault zones to form flower structures and compressional anticlinespressional anticlines
7. Regional exhumation of the basin due to 7. Regional exhumation of the basin due to PangeaPangea rifting lasting from Late Triassic to rifting lasting from Late Triassic to 
Early Cretaceous (Sydney Basin was part of the Scotian ShelfEarly Cretaceous (Sydney Basin was part of the Scotian Shelf--South Grand Banks rift South Grand Banks rift 
shoulder and was also close to the Newfoundland Transfer Zone)shoulder and was also close to the Newfoundland Transfer Zone)
8. Late Cretaceous8. Late Cretaceous--Tertiary subsidence and sedimentation along the ancient St. LawrTertiary subsidence and sedimentation along the ancient St. Lawrence ence 
Channel and its levies followed by late exhumation and erosion. Channel and its levies followed by late exhumation and erosion. Recent marine incursion Recent marine incursion 
and deposition of glacial bedsand deposition of glacial beds
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Offshore Well ResultsOffshore Well Results
•• Three industry wells were drilled on the offshore Cape Breton Three industry wells were drilled on the offshore Cape Breton 

side of the Sydney Basin during the seventiesside of the Sydney Basin during the seventies
•• The North Sydney PThe North Sydney P--05 well (Murphy Oil 1974) and N. Sydney 05 well (Murphy Oil 1974) and N. Sydney 

FF--24 well (Shell Canada 1976) were located on a basement high 24 well (Shell Canada 1976) were located on a basement high 
identified from seismic mapping. The medium depth wells identified from seismic mapping. The medium depth wells 
(1,700 m) (1,700 m) TDedTDed in upper Windsor Group, missing the synin upper Windsor Group, missing the syn--
extensional basin fill where according to extensional basin fill where according to KendellKendell and Harvey and Harvey 
(2006) rich source and quality reservoir rocks may be present(2006) rich source and quality reservoir rocks may be present

•• Several thick sandstone zones were intersected in the wells but Several thick sandstone zones were intersected in the wells but 
only poor porosities and only poor porosities and permeabilitiespermeabilities were encountered in the were encountered in the 
drilled section drilled section 

•• Tectonic and depositional environment modelling for both Tectonic and depositional environment modelling for both 
Windsor and Horton Group clastics suggests better reservoir Windsor and Horton Group clastics suggests better reservoir 
elsewhere in the Sydney Basin (elsewhere in the Sydney Basin (KendellKendell and Harvey, 2006). The and Harvey, 2006). The 
two wells are essential for any seismic mapping in the basin, two wells are essential for any seismic mapping in the basin, 
providing both stratigraphic ties and velocity information used providing both stratigraphic ties and velocity information used 
for depth conversion and estimation of formation thicknessfor depth conversion and estimation of formation thickness
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Offshore Well ResultsOffshore Well Results

Hunt Oil reprocessed Petro-Canada section, presented by Kendell and Harvey, 2006
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•The N. Sydney P-05 well 
penetrated a Westphalian B/C to 
Stephanian section of Pictou Group 
red beds underlain by 740 m of the 
coal-bearing Morien Group
•A prominent unconformity 
(seismic marker C) separates the 
Morien Group from 170 m of 
underlying red to grey shale, 
siltstone, sandstone and limestone 
of the Mabou Group (late Visean to 
early Namurian)
• The thickness of these strata is 
comparable with that of the Mabou
Group onshore. The basal 
conglomerate with minor carbonate 
is 120 m thick and remains undated 
but probably belongs to the 
Windsor Group
• The F-24 well shows a similar 
succession, although the basal strata 
are sandstones rather than 
conglomerates
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••Two other wells are significant for the Two other wells are significant for the 
basin. The Birch Grove No. 1 well was basin. The Birch Grove No. 1 well was 
drilled in 1968 by Murphy in drilled in 1968 by Murphy in southeasternsoutheastern
Cape Breton Island (Sydney Basin) to a Cape Breton Island (Sydney Basin) to a 
depth of 1,344 metres. The well penetrated depth of 1,344 metres. The well penetrated 
the the MorienMorien Group (equivalent to Group (equivalent to 
Cumberland Group) and Horton Group. Cumberland Group) and Horton Group. 
There were no significant petroleum shows There were no significant petroleum shows 
encountered in this wellencountered in this well
••The St. Paul PThe St. Paul P--91 well drilled by Petro 91 well drilled by Petro 
Canada et al., in 1983 to a depth of 2885 m, Canada et al., in 1983 to a depth of 2885 m, 
targeted a plunging, fault bounded ridge targeted a plunging, fault bounded ridge 
structure located between and defining the structure located between and defining the 
boundary between the Magdalen and boundary between the Magdalen and 
Sydney Basins. The well encountered postSydney Basins. The well encountered post--
Carboniferous formations, then Carboniferous formations, then MabouMabou and and 
Windsor groups and Windsor groups and TDedTDed immediately immediately 
after intersecting Horton Groups beds. Both after intersecting Horton Groups beds. Both 
wells were dry and abandonedwells were dry and abandoned
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4. Petroleum Geology of the Sydney Basin4. Petroleum Geology of the Sydney Basin

4.1. Source Rock4.1. Source Rock

4.2. Reservoir Rock4.2. Reservoir Rock

4.3. Seals4.3. Seals

4.4. Hydrocarbon traps4.4. Hydrocarbon traps

4.5. Maturation and Migration4.5. Maturation and Migration

4.6. Petroleum Prospect Risks4.6. Petroleum Prospect Risks
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Petroleum Geology
•• This section is written following accounts by This section is written following accounts by KendellKendell and Harvey and Harvey 

(2006), (2006), KendellKendell (2006, pers. comm.), (2006, pers. comm.), MukhopadhyayMukhopadhyay et al., (2002 and et al., (2002 and 
2004); 2004); PascucciPascucci et al., (2000); Fowler et al. et al., (2000); Fowler et al. (1995), and reviewing (1995), and reviewing 
other petroleum geology documents on the area available from NSDother petroleum geology documents on the area available from NSDE E 
and NLDNRand NLDNR

•• Systematic geochemical investigations and regional geological Systematic geochemical investigations and regional geological 
studies performed mostly on the Nova Scotia side of the basin hastudies performed mostly on the Nova Scotia side of the basin have ve 
shown that for the Sydney Basin all prerequisites for viable shown that for the Sydney Basin all prerequisites for viable 
hydrocarbon systems are clearly satisfied. Nevertheless this bashydrocarbon systems are clearly satisfied. Nevertheless this basin and in and 
particularly its NL side, is mostly unexplored and contains particularly its NL side, is mostly unexplored and contains ““high riskhigh risk--
high rewardhigh reward”” frontier type playsfrontier type plays

•• Some seventy oil and gas shows or stains have been found in Some seventy oil and gas shows or stains have been found in 
Carboniferous reservoirs located onshore Nova Scotia. Carboniferous reservoirs located onshore Nova Scotia. Both North Both North 
Sydney FSydney F--24 and P24 and P--05 offshore wells had several gas shows.05 offshore wells had several gas shows. These These 
seep and gas shows encountered at various levels in the basin inseep and gas shows encountered at various levels in the basin indicate dicate 
the presence of a working petroleum system in the Sydney Basinthe presence of a working petroleum system in the Sydney Basin
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Source Rock
Several Carboniferous intervals with medium to rich source rocksSeveral Carboniferous intervals with medium to rich source rocks have have 
been recognized from drilling and outcrop sampling. been recognized from drilling and outcrop sampling. According to According to 
PascucciPascucci et al. (2000) and et al. (2000) and MukhopadhyayMukhopadhyay et al. (2002 and 2004) et al. (2002 and 2004) the the 
Carboniferous sediments onshore Sydney Basin and environs contaiCarboniferous sediments onshore Sydney Basin and environs contain n 
various active and mature oil and gas-prone source rocks that include: 
1.) 1.) McAdams Lake Formation (late Devonian)McAdams Lake Formation (late Devonian) lacustrine and alluvial lacustrine and alluvial 
shales (both oil and gas prone);shales (both oil and gas prone);
2.) 2.) Horton Group (mainly Horton Group (mainly TournaisianTournaisian)) lacustrine (oillacustrine (oil--prone) and prone) and 
fluviofluvio--deltaic shales (gasdeltaic shales (gas--prone); prone); 
3.) 3.) Windsor Group (Visean)Windsor Group (Visean) marine shale (oilmarine shale (oil--prone) and carbonates (oil prone) and carbonates (oil 
& gas prone); & gas prone); 
4.) 4.) MabouMabou Group (late Group (late VisVisééanan –– early early NamurianNamurian)) fluviodeltaicfluviodeltaic shales shales 
(gas prone), and (gas prone), and 
5.) 5.) Cumberland/Cumberland/MorienMorien Group (Group (WesphalianWesphalian A through C)A through C) lacustrine lacustrine 
(oil prone) and (oil prone) and fluviodeltaicfluviodeltaic shale, widespread coal (oil & gas prone), and shale, widespread coal (oil & gas prone), and 
coaly shalescoaly shales
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••The major oilThe major oil--prone source rocks in Carboniferous onshore Atlantic prone source rocks in Carboniferous onshore Atlantic 
Canada are relatively thin and restricted while the gasCanada are relatively thin and restricted while the gas--prone sources are prone sources are 
thicker and dominant in most basins. As proven by the McCully fithicker and dominant in most basins. As proven by the McCully field in eld in 
NB (1 NB (1 tcftcf), this system has produced at least one large scale gas ), this system has produced at least one large scale gas 
accumulationaccumulation
••Moreover, source rocks, especially oil prone lacustrine types maMoreover, source rocks, especially oil prone lacustrine types may thicken y thicken 
in the large halfin the large half--grabens identified on seismic data in the offshore Sydney grabens identified on seismic data in the offshore Sydney 
Basin. Fingerprinting of oil stained sandstones from the N. SydnBasin. Fingerprinting of oil stained sandstones from the N. Sydney Fey F--24 24 
well (well (MabouMabou Group) suggests the presence of both terrestrial and marine Group) suggests the presence of both terrestrial and marine 
source rocks (source rocks (MukhopadhyayMukhopadhyay et al., 2004)et al., 2004)
••Maturity profiles of Carboniferous source rock in the Windsor, Maturity profiles of Carboniferous source rock in the Windsor, MabouMabou, , 
and Cumberland Groups suggest that these sedimentary units are wand Cumberland Groups suggest that these sedimentary units are within ithin 
the "oil window" in most areas of onshore Nova Scotia (the "oil window" in most areas of onshore Nova Scotia (MukhopadhyayMukhopadhyay et et 
al. (2002), a conclusion that can be logically extrapolated to sal. (2002), a conclusion that can be logically extrapolated to similar imilar 
offshore sequencesoffshore sequences

Source Rock
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••Reservoirs rocks in Sydney Basin are predominantly sandstone thaReservoirs rocks in Sydney Basin are predominantly sandstone that t 
range in range in faciesfacies from lacustrine from lacustrine shorefaceshoreface to channel fill and alluvial to channel fill and alluvial 
fans. Good to fair reservoirs can be encountered in the below lifans. Good to fair reservoirs can be encountered in the below listed sted 
Late Devonian to latest Carboniferous stratigraphic intervals:Late Devonian to latest Carboniferous stratigraphic intervals:

1. 1. McAdams Lake Formation and Horton GroupMcAdams Lake Formation and Horton Group alluvial alluvial 
fans, sandstone and conglomeratesfans, sandstone and conglomerates
2. 2. MorienMorien Group (South Bar and Sydney Mines Fm)Group (South Bar and Sydney Mines Fm)
3. 3. MultyMulty--stacked sands within the stacked sands within the Cumberland and Cumberland and PictouPictou
GroupsGroups

••Windsor Group carbonates, although thin, are widespread and Windsor Group carbonates, although thin, are widespread and 
exhibit good porosities in onshore exposures in Cape Breton and exhibit good porosities in onshore exposures in Cape Breton and 
within reefal buildwithin reefal build--ups observed in outcrop in western ups observed in outcrop in western 
Newfoundland, mainland Nova Scotia and New BrunswickNewfoundland, mainland Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

Reservoir Rock
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••Finding good seals should not be a problem in the Sydney Finding good seals should not be a problem in the Sydney 
Basin as the Carboniferous succession contains a number Basin as the Carboniferous succession contains a number 
of tight shales and carbonatesof tight shales and carbonates
•• Additionally the Windsor evaporites may form a regional Additionally the Windsor evaporites may form a regional 
seal for the synseal for the syn--rift McAdams Lake Formation, Horton rift McAdams Lake Formation, Horton 
and Windsor Group reservoirs and Windsor Group reservoirs 
•• Thick Thick mudrockmudrock intervals are seen in the intervals are seen in the MabouMabou and and 
MorienMorien groups groups -- which provided the seal for the East Point which provided the seal for the East Point 
gas accumulationgas accumulation
•• InterbeddedInterbedded shale within the coaly Cumberland/shale within the coaly Cumberland/MorienMorien
Group can also provide a very effective seal for gas Group can also provide a very effective seal for gas 
generated within the same successiongenerated within the same succession

Seals
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••The plays that have been drilled or traditionally prospected in The plays that have been drilled or traditionally prospected in the southern the southern 
part of the Sydney Basin are part of the Sydney Basin are transpressionaltranspressional anticlines anticlines 
••However a variety of stratigraphic and structural plays are possHowever a variety of stratigraphic and structural plays are possible ible 
including inversion along half graben bounding faults, or large including inversion along half graben bounding faults, or large anticlines anticlines 
relating to wrenching along older steeply dipping Acadian faultsrelating to wrenching along older steeply dipping Acadian faults during the during the 
AlleghenianAlleghenian Orogeny or in Early Permian. The observed antiforms are Orogeny or in Early Permian. The observed antiforms are 
usually elongated and aligned in NNEusually elongated and aligned in NNE--SSW direction and they may or may SSW direction and they may or may 
not be faulted. not be faulted. KendellKendell and Harvey (2006) have described and illustrated and Harvey (2006) have described and illustrated 
on a seismic line several untested Horton Group plays in the invon a seismic line several untested Horton Group plays in the inverted erted 
North Sydney structureNorth Sydney structure

Hydrocarbon Traps

1. rotated blocks and multi1. rotated blocks and multi--fault bounded closures, four way fault bounded closures, four way 
closures and closures and pinchoutspinchouts within the Horton Group (marked 1 on within the Horton Group (marked 1 on 
seismic section); seismic section); 
2. structural and stratigraphic traps  within the Windsor Group 2. structural and stratigraphic traps  within the Windsor Group and and 
within Sydney Mines Formation clastics (marked 2 and 3 on seismiwithin Sydney Mines Formation clastics (marked 2 and 3 on seismic c 
section)section)
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••Certain synCertain syn--rift traps such as rotated blocks and extensional rollrift traps such as rotated blocks and extensional roll--over anticlines have only over anticlines have only 
become visible with the newer vintages of seismic data or after become visible with the newer vintages of seismic data or after expert reprocessing of older expert reprocessing of older 
data. Elimination of multiples has proven to be essential to imadata. Elimination of multiples has proven to be essential to imaging the Horton Group and ging the Horton Group and 
McAdams Lake FormationMcAdams Lake Formation
••Although diapirism within the Windsor Group is not as pronouncedAlthough diapirism within the Windsor Group is not as pronounced as in some of the other as in some of the other 
Carboniferous Basins in the area, it does play an important roleCarboniferous Basins in the area, it does play an important role in the creation of anticlines in the creation of anticlines 
in the Sydney Basin. A possible analogue for salt induced structin the Sydney Basin. A possible analogue for salt induced structures in the Sydney Basin is ures in the Sydney Basin is 
the East Point Ethe East Point E--49 salt structure drilled in 1970 that tested 5.3 49 salt structure drilled in 1970 that tested 5.3 MMcfdMMcfd from from PictouPictou Group Group 
sandstonessandstones
•• The seismic data shows a Windsor salt pillow and large salt antThe seismic data shows a Windsor salt pillow and large salt anticlines above the salt. The iclines above the salt. The 
Windsor salt has been intersected by five exploration wells eastWindsor salt has been intersected by five exploration wells east of the Sydney Basin of the Sydney Basin 
including the adjacent including the adjacent HermineHermine EE--9494
••Stratigraphic traps are also widespread in the basin. The most cStratigraphic traps are also widespread in the basin. The most common are: a) onlap of ommon are: a) onlap of 
sandstones beds on basement sandstones beds on basement -- either on the margins of the basin or against basement highs; either on the margins of the basin or against basement highs; 
b) unconformity traps; and c) b) unconformity traps; and c) pinchoutpinchout of sandstones against the flanks of salt pillows. of sandstones against the flanks of salt pillows. 
Some of the seismic sequences also show significant amplitude anSome of the seismic sequences also show significant amplitude anomaliesomalies
••It is worth mentioning that only recently has data reprocessing It is worth mentioning that only recently has data reprocessing been effective in preserving been effective in preserving 
the necessary amplitude and frequency range needed for seismic athe necessary amplitude and frequency range needed for seismic attribute studies and ttribute studies and 
possible reservoir predictionpossible reservoir prediction

Hydrocarbon Traps
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Offshore Well ResultsOffshore Well Results

Hunt Oil reprocessed PetroHunt Oil reprocessed Petro--Canada section, presented by Canada section, presented by KendellKendell and Harvey, 2006and Harvey, 2006
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Interpreted seismic section from southern Sydney Basin indicatinInterpreted seismic section from southern Sydney Basin indicating possible g possible 
hydrocarbon plays within the Horton Group (1); Windsor Group (2)hydrocarbon plays within the Horton Group (1); Windsor Group (2) and Sydney and Sydney 
Mines Formation (3), (modified from Mines Formation (3), (modified from KendellKendell and Harvey, 2006)and Harvey, 2006)
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Interpreted seismic section (segment of Interpreted seismic section (segment of LithoprobeLithoprobe 8686--1) over East Point E1) over East Point E--49 49 
gas discovery in Magdalen Basin, showing a possible salt structugas discovery in Magdalen Basin, showing a possible salt structure that may re that may 
constitute an analogue for Sydney Basin salt induced leads (modiconstitute an analogue for Sydney Basin salt induced leads (modified from fied from 
KendellKendell, 2006, pers. comm., original from Grant, 1994). See also Figure, 2006, pers. comm., original from Grant, 1994). See also Figure 3 and 3 and 
map insert for location (blue segment)map insert for location (blue segment)



••In both N. Sydney wells, a rapid increase in In both N. Sydney wells, a rapid increase in vitrinitevitrinite
reflectance from 0.0 to 0.85% is observed between 0 and 1000 reflectance from 0.0 to 0.85% is observed between 0 and 1000 
m depth. This is followed by very little increase in maturity m depth. This is followed by very little increase in maturity 
from 1000 to1700 m, suggesting that sediments at the bottom from 1000 to1700 m, suggesting that sediments at the bottom 
of these wells are still within the oil window of these wells are still within the oil window MukhopadhyayMukhopadhyay et et 
al. (2004)al. (2004)
••Summarizing older results, Summarizing older results, PascucciPascucci et al (2000) conclude that et al (2000) conclude that 
maturation levels of maturation levels of MorienMorien Group coals and shales are in the Group coals and shales are in the 
hydrocarbon generation zone as are Horton source rocks in hydrocarbon generation zone as are Horton source rocks in 
Cape Breton. Vitrinite reflectance for strata at the bottom of Cape Breton. Vitrinite reflectance for strata at the bottom of 
the Pthe P--05 well approaches 1.8% (Cooper et al. 1974), indicating 05 well approaches 1.8% (Cooper et al. 1974), indicating 
that these sedimentary units are overmature, but it is not knownthat these sedimentary units are overmature, but it is not known
if these values are representative of these sediments throughoutif these values are representative of these sediments throughout
the basinthe basin

Maturation and Migration
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Maturation and Migration
••Sydney Basin has recorded a complex polycyclic tectonic history Sydney Basin has recorded a complex polycyclic tectonic history from late from late 
Paleozoic to Paleozoic to CenozoicCenozoic, whereby extension and inversion have created , whereby extension and inversion have created 
numerous structural and stratigraphic traps. Subsidence phases inumerous structural and stratigraphic traps. Subsidence phases in E. n E. 
Carboniferous, L. Carboniferous and Cretaceous were followed by Carboniferous, L. Carboniferous and Cretaceous were followed by phases of phases of 
deformation. Some stratigraphic units as for example McAdams Lakdeformation. Some stratigraphic units as for example McAdams Lake and e and 
Horton source rocks may have undergone several burial periods, eHorton source rocks may have undergone several burial periods, each of ach of 
which could have caused hydrocarbon generationwhich could have caused hydrocarbon generation
••The basin probably reached its maximum burial depth during the eThe basin probably reached its maximum burial depth during the early arly 
PermianPermian
••Cretaceous subsidence and maturation may have been important, anCretaceous subsidence and maturation may have been important, and the d the 
presence of Cretaceous presence of Cretaceous volcanicsvolcanics on on ScatarieScatarie Ridge (Figure 1) and other Ridge (Figure 1) and other 
southern Grand Banks wells suggests a local thermal event. Prolosouthern Grand Banks wells suggests a local thermal event. Prolonged nged 
exhumation of the basin fill commenced in the early Mesozoic or exhumation of the basin fill commenced in the early Mesozoic or earlier, and earlier, and 
has been an important factor in bringing potential reservoirs tohas been an important factor in bringing potential reservoirs to relatively relatively 
shallow depths (shallow depths (PascucciPascucci et al., 2000)et al., 2000)
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••While large leads and prospects are observed in the Sydney BasinWhile large leads and prospects are observed in the Sydney Basin, the , the 
preservation of preservation of ofof porosity and permeability in Carboniferous porosity and permeability in Carboniferous 
reservoirs must be considered a risk factor. However, quality rereservoirs must be considered a risk factor. However, quality reservoirs servoirs 
have been encountered in numerous localities around the world whhave been encountered in numerous localities around the world where ere 
Carboniferous rocks have followed a similar multiphase geodynamiCarboniferous rocks have followed a similar multiphase geodynamic c 
evolution. Similar sands with analogous reservoir characteristicevolution. Similar sands with analogous reservoir characteristics are s are 
excellent producers in NE Europe and the North Seaexcellent producers in NE Europe and the North Sea
••The possibility must also be recognized, that intervening deformThe possibility must also be recognized, that intervening deformation ation 
events could have breached preevents could have breached pre--existing reservoirs or, alternatively, existing reservoirs or, alternatively, 
created new structural traps for hydrocarbons and generated latecreated new structural traps for hydrocarbons and generated later r 
accumulationsaccumulations
••The complexity of the basin's history will require better seismiThe complexity of the basin's history will require better seismic data c data 
and refining of geological and geochemical models to properly and refining of geological and geochemical models to properly 
evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of the Sydney Basinevaluate the hydrocarbon potential of the Sydney Basin

Petroleum Prospect Risks
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Petroleum Potential of Call for Bids NL06Petroleum Potential of Call for Bids NL06--2 2 
Parcels 1 to 3Parcels 1 to 3

The Call for The Call for 
Bids NF06Bids NF06--2 2 
Parcels 1, 2, 3 Parcels 1, 2, 3 
covers a total covers a total 
area of 768,768 area of 768,768 
hectares hectares 
(1,899,667 (1,899,667 
acres) within acres) within 
the the 
Newfoundland Newfoundland 
and Labrador and Labrador 
jurisdictional jurisdictional 
part of the part of the 
Paleozoic Paleozoic 
Sydney BasinSydney Basin
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Petroleum Potential of Call for Petroleum Potential of Call for 
Bids NL06Bids NL06--2 Parcels 1 to 32 Parcels 1 to 3

•• The parcels are situated in water depths ranging from 80 to 450 The parcels are situated in water depths ranging from 80 to 450 
metres, over an area including the Laurentian Channel and the metres, over an area including the Laurentian Channel and the 
southwest Newfoundland shelfsouthwest Newfoundland shelf

•• No wells have been drilled in these parcels. The closest offshorNo wells have been drilled in these parcels. The closest offshore e 
wells situated at a distance of about 200 km are the pair North wells situated at a distance of about 200 km are the pair North 
Sydney FSydney F--24 and P24 and P--05 and the St Paul P05 and the St Paul P--91 discussed in a 91 discussed in a 
previous sections Other significant wells for the exploration inprevious sections Other significant wells for the exploration in
Parcels 1 to 3, are the East Point EParcels 1 to 3, are the East Point E--49 located offshore East 49 located offshore East 
Cape Breton in the coeval Magdalen Basin and the wells drilled Cape Breton in the coeval Magdalen Basin and the wells drilled 
onshore Newfoundland in the St. George subonshore Newfoundland in the St. George sub--basin basin 

•• The East Point EThe East Point E--49 well has tested a significant gas flow from 49 well has tested a significant gas flow from 
a Late Carboniferous reservoira Late Carboniferous reservoir
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Petroleum Potential of Call for Petroleum Potential of Call for 
Bids NL06Bids NL06--2 Parcels 1 to 32 Parcels 1 to 3

•• Structurally, Parcels 1 to 3 are located entirely within the SydStructurally, Parcels 1 to 3 are located entirely within the Sydney Basin, a ney Basin, a 
Carboniferous intraCarboniferous intra--montanemontane successor basin, described in detail in section 3successor basin, described in detail in section 3

•• The Carboniferous source rocks are mature throughout the area coThe Carboniferous source rocks are mature throughout the area covered by the three vered by the three 
parcels and most likely to generate gas. There is also a possibiparcels and most likely to generate gas. There is also a possibility of oil generation lity of oil generation 
from lacustrine (Horton Group) and marine sources (Windsor Groupfrom lacustrine (Horton Group) and marine sources (Windsor Group) ) 

•• When Texaco specialists interpreted the available seismic data iWhen Texaco specialists interpreted the available seismic data in the Sydney Basin, n the Sydney Basin, 
they mapped about a dozen of large and medium size seismic anomathey mapped about a dozen of large and medium size seismic anomalies of the fourlies of the four--
way closure type in the area where the three parcels are locatedway closure type in the area where the three parcels are located (Texaco, 1974). (Texaco, 1974). 

•• About half dozen four way closures were also recognized by About half dozen four way closures were also recognized by PascucciPascucci et al. using a et al. using a 
scarce grid but their finding has not been reported in their papscarce grid but their finding has not been reported in their paper (er (GiblingGibling, pers. com). , pers. com). 
These features were either These features were either transpressionaltranspressional anticlines formed along major anticlines formed along major transcurrenttranscurrent
faults or salt induced. faults or salt induced. 

•• Several examples of structural traps from the Sydney Basin are sSeveral examples of structural traps from the Sydney Basin are shown in the hown in the 
following slides. Regrettably, due to the absence of adequate arfollowing slides. Regrettably, due to the absence of adequate archiving procedures at chiving procedures at 
the time the data was submitted to the then regulators, the auththe time the data was submitted to the then regulators, the author could not find a map or could not find a map 
for precise position of these lines. Therefore these lines shoulfor precise position of these lines. Therefore these lines should be used only as an d be used only as an 
indicator for the type of structures that may be found in the arindicator for the type of structures that may be found in the area and not to evaluate ea and not to evaluate 
the landsale.the landsale.
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NE-SW on strike representative seismic section through the Sydney Basin. A 
large post carboniferous fault that involves the Acadian Basement is observed. 
Sat pillow within the Windsor group are also seen. This in an example of a large 
anticlinal feature present in the basin that may exist in Parcel 1 to 3
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NW-SE dip representative seismic section through the Sydney Basin. The line 
shows a large post-Carboniferous reactivated fault that involves the Acadian 
Basement. An inversion fold is observed on the upthrown block of the fault. 
Windsor salt may also create pillows. This in another example of a large 
anticlinal feature present in the basin that may exist in Parcel 1 to 3
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•More than 6000 km of late sixty1960s to early 1970s seismic data is available in 
the parcels. Seismic data quality varies from good to poor. These lines were 
recorded with a short 2400 m streamer and this is detrimental for imaging deeper 
sedimentary layers and for the efficacy of multiple elimination routine used at the 
time. During the recording at sea, there was poor navigation control and some lines 
do not tie properly. The lines were recorded using different sources available at the 
time such as: explosive, marine vibrator, vaporchoke or airguns
•The data is 2400% or 4800% and is not migrated. As the water bottom is quite hard 
in the area and under the thin Quaternary deposits there are Carboniferous rocks 
with high velocities, a large number of lines are severely contaminated by strong 
multiples (water bottom multiples, peg-legs and reflected refractions type) 
•Most of the area is covered by a 17 by 17 km grid (10 by 10 miles), directed in the 
dip (NW-SE) and strike (NE-SW) direction. Certain areas have a denser coverage 
and some have no coverage at all 
•Some lines are no more retrievable either from tapes, films or paper copies and 
only microfiches are available. Unfortunately no data was reprocessed since the 
initial mid 1970s

Seismic CoverageSeismic Coverage
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••Only a limited volume of paper Only a limited volume of paper 
copies or tiff files of originally copies or tiff files of originally 
processed lines submitted to the Cprocessed lines submitted to the C--
NLOPB were available for the NLOPB were available for the 
evaluation of the Call for Bids evaluation of the Call for Bids 
NL06NL06--02 parcels 02 parcels 
••A small selection of the best A small selection of the best 
available dataavailable data--the K seriesthe K series--acquired acquired 
by Texaco in 1973 and processed in by Texaco in 1973 and processed in 
1974 is used to show the petroleum 1974 is used to show the petroleum 
potential of these parcels potential of these parcels 
••Due to lack of well ties or Due to lack of well ties or 
correlation to the newly correlation to the newly 
reprocessed southern set of data, reprocessed southern set of data, 
the interpretation of the data and the interpretation of the data and 
the identifications of main seismic the identifications of main seismic 
reflectors is based only on regional reflectors is based only on regional 
seismic structural and stratigraphic seismic structural and stratigraphic 
correlations and comparisons with correlations and comparisons with 
data from other Paleozoic onshore data from other Paleozoic onshore 
and offshore basinsand offshore basins

Seismic CoverageSeismic Coverage
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Parcel 1 PotentialParcel 1 Potential
•• This is the southernmost parcel offered for bid in the Sydney BaThis is the southernmost parcel offered for bid in the Sydney Basin and sin and 

has the largest area of the three landsale parcels has the largest area of the three landsale parcels 
•• The Parcel 1 occupies an area of 271,891 hectares (671,857 acresThe Parcel 1 occupies an area of 271,891 hectares (671,857 acres) and is ) and is 

located almost entirely in the Laurentian Channel in water depthlocated almost entirely in the Laurentian Channel in water depths ranging s ranging 
from 460 m to 220 m, with most of the parcel in the 430 m depth from 460 m to 220 m, with most of the parcel in the 430 m depth range. range. 
To the north the parcel borders with Parcels 2 and 3 and to the To the north the parcel borders with Parcels 2 and 3 and to the west it west it 
extends all the way to the jurisdictional border. East of the paextends all the way to the jurisdictional border. East of the parcel there is rcel there is 
only open exploration acreage only open exploration acreage 

•• The parcel lies entirely within the Carboniferous Sydney Basin. The parcel lies entirely within the Carboniferous Sydney Basin. Overlying Overlying 
the Acadian Basement are the Horton (and probably Mac Adam Lake the Acadian Basement are the Horton (and probably Mac Adam Lake 
Fm), Windsor, Fm), Windsor, MabouMabou and and PictouPictou sedimentary sequences that include sedimentary sequences that include 
excellent source and quality reservoir rocks as described in secexcellent source and quality reservoir rocks as described in sections 3 and tions 3 and 
4 of this report 4 of this report 

•• No wells have been drilled in the parcel, but based on structuraNo wells have been drilled in the parcel, but based on structural and l and 
stratigraphic information, similar stratigraphic information, similar lithologieslithologies with those drilled in North with those drilled in North 
Sydney and East Point wells will be encountered when drilling inSydney and East Point wells will be encountered when drilling in
structural traps in this parcelstructural traps in this parcel
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Parcel 1 PotentialParcel 1 Potential
•• The description of geological setting, petroleum The description of geological setting, petroleum 

geology and hydrocarbon potential of this parcel geology and hydrocarbon potential of this parcel 
applies to the remaining two parcels located to the applies to the remaining two parcels located to the 
north. Seismic line Anorth. Seismic line A--AA’’ is a dip line diagonally is a dip line diagonally 
crossing all three Sydney Basin parcels in their crossing all three Sydney Basin parcels in their 
northnorth--eastern part. Above a fractured and segmented eastern part. Above a fractured and segmented 
basement, the Horton Group shows structural basement, the Horton Group shows structural 
deformation. In Parcel 1 the rotated block in the up deformation. In Parcel 1 the rotated block in the up 
thrown of a major thickthrown of a major thick--skinned fault shows a slight skinned fault shows a slight 
southsouth--easterly dip and may create a large fault easterly dip and may create a large fault 
dependent closure for the dependent closure for the MacAdamMacAdam Lake Lake 
(possibly), Windsor/(possibly), Windsor/MabouMabou and and MorienMorien successions successions 
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The pre-1974 2D seismic data is available in paper copies from the C-NLOPB. 
With the exception of the 1973-74 lines, seismic data is of very poor quality. 
Lines are unmigrated and heavily contaminated by multiple. The usable seismic 
grid is insufficient for prospect mapping. 

•By using the few lines that are interpretable and properly positioned and with help 
from the potential field data one can define significant size leads in this parcel 
•The traps are 1) rift related, fault bounded structures formed in Late Devonian-Early 
Carboniferous; 2) later inversion features of Early Pennsylvanian and/or early 
Permian age, and 3) salt diapirism features
•Other types of traps never drilled in the Maritime basins put prolific in the Gulf of 
Mexico area, are mini-basins between salt induced highs where coarse clastics may be 
accumulated and coarse intervals located sub-salt or at the edges of salt diapirs
•Sandstones of the MacAdam Lake Formation, Horton, Windsor/Mabou, Morien and 
Pictou group are possible reservoirs. Other reservoirs are limestones and dolomites of 
the Windsor Group 
•The source rocks expected to be mature in the parcel are the lacustrine shales of the 
synrift sequence, marine shales of the Windsor Group, shales of the Mabou Group 
and coals of the Morien Group. Windsor evaporites form an excellent seal for syn-rift 
reservoirs while numerous tight intervals are present at all levels. Migration is along 
the regional fault zones that affect the extensional stage sequences and extends 
upward to Mississippian and Pennsylvanian levels. The key risk on this parcel is 
finding quality reservoirs and trap preservation since Late Paleozoic
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Parcel 2 PotentialParcel 2 Potential
•• This Sydney Basin Parcel 2 occupies an area of 256,352 hectares This Sydney Basin Parcel 2 occupies an area of 256,352 hectares 

(633,460 acres) and is partially located in the Laurentian Chann(633,460 acres) and is partially located in the Laurentian Channel and el and 
partially on the shelf. Water depth in the parcel ranges from 46partially on the shelf. Water depth in the parcel ranges from 460 m 0 m 
within the Laurentian Channel to 80 m on the within the Laurentian Channel to 80 m on the BurgeoBurgeo Bank, with Bank, with 
about twoabout two--thirds of the parcel situated in water depth less than 200 m. thirds of the parcel situated in water depth less than 200 m. 

•• No wells have been drilled in the parcel or in its immediate vicNo wells have been drilled in the parcel or in its immediate vicinity. inity. 
To the south the parcel borders with Parcels 2, to the west withTo the south the parcel borders with Parcels 2, to the west with Parcel Parcel 
3 while to the east it borders with open exploration acreage3 while to the east it borders with open exploration acreage

•• The regional setting, petroleum geology and exploration potentiaThe regional setting, petroleum geology and exploration potential are l are 
similar to those described for Parcel 1. The potential hydrocarbsimilar to those described for Parcel 1. The potential hydrocarbon on 
plays includes reservoirs and sources described above while possplays includes reservoirs and sources described above while possible ible 
traps are shown in seismic section. Rotated blocks that may conttraps are shown in seismic section. Rotated blocks that may contain ain 
synsyn--rift reservoirs in their higher flank and rift reservoirs in their higher flank and transtensionaltranstensional anticlines anticlines 
that contain Mid and Late Carboniferous reservoirs are indicatedthat contain Mid and Late Carboniferous reservoirs are indicated in the in the 
seismic section Aseismic section A--AA’’
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Parcel 2 PotentialParcel 2 Potential
•• In this parcel located toward the northern margin of the Sydney In this parcel located toward the northern margin of the Sydney Basin, Basin, 

the synthe syn--rift sequence is easier to reach as it generally lies at a lowerrift sequence is easier to reach as it generally lies at a lower
depth than in Parcel 1depth than in Parcel 1

•• The stacked reservoirs of the synrift and post rift CarboniferouThe stacked reservoirs of the synrift and post rift Carboniferous s 
successions trapped in four way or fault bounded closures are thsuccessions trapped in four way or fault bounded closures are the main e main 
targets in this parcelstargets in this parcels

•• An interval with strong amplitude anomalies (AA) is visible withAn interval with strong amplitude anomalies (AA) is visible within the in the 
MorienMorien Group close to a major fault zone, indicating probably the Group close to a major fault zone, indicating probably the 
presence of reservoir gas presence of reservoir gas 

•• On the northwestern portion of the parcel a clear gas chimney (GOn the northwestern portion of the parcel a clear gas chimney (GC) is C) is 
present within the present within the PictouPictou Group just above a large anticline expressed Group just above a large anticline expressed 
in the basement and sedimentary cover all the way to the basemenin the basement and sedimentary cover all the way to the basementt

•• Lack of quality reservoirs is also the main risk in this parcel.Lack of quality reservoirs is also the main risk in this parcel. Similar Similar 
petroleum systems affirmations and petroleum systems affirmations and unriskedunrisked size of possible size of possible 
accumulations made for Parcel 1 are valid for this parcel. Analoaccumulations made for Parcel 1 are valid for this parcel. Analogue gue 
comments regarding data quality and scarcity of coverage can alscomments regarding data quality and scarcity of coverage can also be o be 
made for this parcel. The leads visible on the old 2D seismic damade for this parcel. The leads visible on the old 2D seismic data have ta have 
impressive sizes but undoubtedly the parcel needs modern seismicimpressive sizes but undoubtedly the parcel needs modern seismic
acquisition and processing to map drilling prospectsacquisition and processing to map drilling prospects
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••On the dip section BOn the dip section B--BB’’ the the MacAdamMacAdam Lake (possibly), Windsor/Lake (possibly), Windsor/MabouMabou, , MorienMorien and the lower and the lower 
PictouPictou successions are deformed due to successions are deformed due to transpressionaltranspressional movements on major NEmovements on major NE--SW trending SW trending 
faults. Several anticlines in Parcel 1 are propagating all the wfaults. Several anticlines in Parcel 1 are propagating all the way to the miday to the mid--PictouPictou Group where Group where 
they are eroded at the water bottom. Windsor salt movement is althey are eroded at the water bottom. Windsor salt movement is also responsible for some of the so responsible for some of the 
anticlinal features seen in Parcel 1anticlinal features seen in Parcel 1



Parcel 3 PotentialParcel 3 Potential
•• Parcel 3 is situated near the northParcel 3 is situated near the north--western margin of the Sydney Basin. The parcel western margin of the Sydney Basin. The parcel 

occupies an area of 240,525 hectares (594,350 acres) and is locaoccupies an area of 240,525 hectares (594,350 acres) and is located in the Laurentian ted in the Laurentian 
Channel in water depths ranging from 460 m to 200 m, with most oChannel in water depths ranging from 460 m to 200 m, with most of the parcel in the f the parcel in the 
425 m depth range425 m depth range

•• No wells have been drilled in the parcel. To the north the parceNo wells have been drilled in the parcel. To the north the parcel borders with open l borders with open 
acreage, to the east with Parcel 2, to the southeast with Parcelacreage, to the east with Parcel 2, to the southeast with Parcel 1 and to the southwest it 1 and to the southwest it 
extends all the way to the jurisdictional border extends all the way to the jurisdictional border 

•• Geologically, the parcel is located in the Sydney Basin, toward Geologically, the parcel is located in the Sydney Basin, toward its north western its north western 
margin, where extensional and margin, where extensional and transpressionaltranspressional deformation on long faults connecting deformation on long faults connecting 
the offshore to onshore structural trends is more pronounced. Ththe offshore to onshore structural trends is more pronounced. The basin shallows toward e basin shallows toward 
the north bringing the synthe north bringing the syn--rift successions (rift successions (MacAdamMacAdam Lake Formation and Horton Lake Formation and Horton 
Group) closer to surfaceGroup) closer to surface

•• The main hydrocarbon play in this parcel is drilling for multiplThe main hydrocarbon play in this parcel is drilling for multiple stacked Carboniferous e stacked Carboniferous 
reservoirs (Windsor/reservoirs (Windsor/MabouMabou, , MorienMorien and and PictouPictou sandstones) trapped in salt induced or sandstones) trapped in salt induced or 
transpressionaltranspressional or salt induced anticlinesor salt induced anticlines

•• Stratigraphic trapping configurations are also present near theStratigraphic trapping configurations are also present near the margin of the basin. margin of the basin. 
Sandstone layers Sandstone layers onlappingonlapping the Acadian Basement or sandwiched between impermeable the Acadian Basement or sandwiched between impermeable 
clastics or clastics or evaporiteevaporite members, members, subuncorformitysubuncorformity traps, etc., can be interpreted on the traps, etc., can be interpreted on the 
northnorth--western portion of seismic lines Bwestern portion of seismic lines B--BB’’

•• Similar statements made for Parcel 1 regarding the presence of sSimilar statements made for Parcel 1 regarding the presence of seal, source maturation eal, source maturation 
migration of hydrocarbon and size of accumulation can be made fomigration of hydrocarbon and size of accumulation can be made for this parcelr this parcel
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••Due to lack of seismic coverage these features cannot be properlDue to lack of seismic coverage these features cannot be properly y 
evaluated regarding their total area or vertical closure, but thevaluated regarding their total area or vertical closure, but their eir 
amplitude on individual lines is impressive. Some anticlines areamplitude on individual lines is impressive. Some anticlines are as as 
wide as 10wide as 10--20 km and this suggests that if they are symmetrical 20 km and this suggests that if they are symmetrical 
they can be as large as 400 km2 and therefore ranking them they can be as large as 400 km2 and therefore ranking them 
among the largest undrilled features in North America. These among the largest undrilled features in North America. These 
large features can hold between 300 and 1 billion barrels of oillarge features can hold between 300 and 1 billion barrels of oil
((unriskedunrisked) or several Tcf of gas if adequate reservoir is found) or several Tcf of gas if adequate reservoir is found
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••Notwithstanding its proximity to the industrially developed regiNotwithstanding its proximity to the industrially developed regions of ons of 
central Canada and to the vast markets of the eastern United Stacentral Canada and to the vast markets of the eastern United States and tes and 
existence of analogue Paleozoic fields to the south and across texistence of analogue Paleozoic fields to the south and across the ocean, he ocean, 
exploration in the Sydney Basin is in an incipient stage exploration in the Sydney Basin is in an incipient stage 
••Numerous large oil and gas leads are identified with very old seNumerous large oil and gas leads are identified with very old seismic data ismic data 
but the Newfoundland part of the basin has never seen exploratiobut the Newfoundland part of the basin has never seen exploration n 
drilling and awaits modern data acquisition and systematic explodrilling and awaits modern data acquisition and systematic exploration ration 
for both oil and gasfor both oil and gas
••The three parcels offered in this landsale are located within thThe three parcels offered in this landsale are located within the western e western 
and central part of the Sydney Basin a virtually unexplored basiand central part of the Sydney Basin a virtually unexplored basin of Late n of Late 
Devonian to early Permian age (approximately 400Devonian to early Permian age (approximately 400--280 million years old), 280 million years old), 
in which for way closures and fault bounded anticlines formed byin which for way closures and fault bounded anticlines formed by
extension, structural inversion or salt diapirismextension, structural inversion or salt diapirism
The size of the three parcels contained in Call for Bids NL06The size of the three parcels contained in Call for Bids NL06--2 is very 2 is very 
large when compared with Gulf of Mexico block size (100 to 120 tlarge when compared with Gulf of Mexico block size (100 to 120 times imes 
larger) or Grand Banks offerings larger) or Grand Banks offerings 

DiscussionsDiscussions
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DiscussionsDiscussions
••All parcels are located in areas with known reservoirs, mature sAll parcels are located in areas with known reservoirs, mature source rocks ource rocks 
and proven migration paths, but risks exits related to quality oand proven migration paths, but risks exits related to quality of reservoir f reservoir 
sandstones and the preservation of trap since Paleozoic time sandstones and the preservation of trap since Paleozoic time 
••The three parcels contain multiple reservoir targets within PaleThe three parcels contain multiple reservoir targets within Paleozoic ozoic 
sandstones reservoirs and limited potential for reefal carbonatesandstones reservoirs and limited potential for reefal carbonates also exists. s also exists. 
These multiple target zones can be tested by drilling relativelyThese multiple target zones can be tested by drilling relatively shallow shallow 
offshore wells using jackoffshore wells using jack--ups or semiups or semi--submersible rigs (2000submersible rigs (2000--3500 m drilling 3500 m drilling 
depth) depth) 
Only leads can be tentatively mapped with the scarce, old vintagOnly leads can be tentatively mapped with the scarce, old vintage, e, 
nonmigratednonmigrated, low quality seismic grid available in the area. New mapping , low quality seismic grid available in the area. New mapping 
with modern data may lower the geological risk, and location of with modern data may lower the geological risk, and location of prospects in a prospects in a 
shallow water environment with lees severe climate lowers the ecshallow water environment with lees severe climate lowers the economic risk. onomic risk. 
Numerous seismic amplitude or other attribute anomalies are obseNumerous seismic amplitude or other attribute anomalies are observed on the rved on the 
few quality seismic lines that are available which may indicate few quality seismic lines that are available which may indicate hydrocarbons hydrocarbons 
presence in reservoirs. Systematic mapping and postpresence in reservoirs. Systematic mapping and post--stack analysis of seismic stack analysis of seismic 
attributes extracted from newly acquired and processed data may attributes extracted from newly acquired and processed data may further further 
reduce the geological risks associated with reservoir and trap ireduce the geological risks associated with reservoir and trap integrity ntegrity 
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DiscussionsDiscussions
••In the Sydney Basin offshore well in water depth between 80 In the Sydney Basin offshore well in water depth between 80 
and 450m may cost from Can $15 MM to $ 25 MM, depending and 450m may cost from Can $15 MM to $ 25 MM, depending 
on total depth on total depth 
••MetoceanMetocean conditions are fair to good. Sea ice is infrequent and conditions are fair to good. Sea ice is infrequent and 
iceberg presence is very low and very sparse (from one iceberg iceberg presence is very low and very sparse (from one iceberg 
every 8 years to one iceberg every 25 years) (Cevery 8 years to one iceberg every 25 years) (C--NLOPB, 2006). NLOPB, 2006). 
The ocean has some oneThe ocean has some one--year ice cover or ice flows only for year ice cover or ice flows only for 
approximately 3 months (February to early May) approximately 3 months (February to early May) 
••Fields can be developed using tie back to shore processing Fields can be developed using tie back to shore processing 
facility, gravity based structures, bottom founded caisson, subfacility, gravity based structures, bottom founded caisson, sub--
bottom completion with FPSObottom completion with FPSO
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ConclusionsConclusions
••Three large parcels, located offshore to the southwest of the isThree large parcels, located offshore to the southwest of the island of land of 
Newfoundland are available for licensing in the CNewfoundland are available for licensing in the C--NLOPBNLOPB’’ss Call for Bids NL06Call for Bids NL06--
2 which closes on Novembers 30, 2006. These parcels are more tha2 which closes on Novembers 30, 2006. These parcels are more than 100 times n 100 times 
larger in size than Gulf of Mexico blocks. All three parcels conlarger in size than Gulf of Mexico blocks. All three parcels contain late Devonian tain late Devonian 
to early Permian mostly clastics sequences that has produced oilto early Permian mostly clastics sequences that has produced oil and gas and gas 
elsewhere in the Appalachian fold and thrust belt including in telsewhere in the Appalachian fold and thrust belt including in the neighbouring he neighbouring 
New Brunswick province New Brunswick province 
••The licensing of these parcels represents a rare opportunity forThe licensing of these parcels represents a rare opportunity for oil and gas oil and gas 
companies to lock into a new exploration area with large and vercompanies to lock into a new exploration area with large and very large leads, y large leads, 
that has not been yet subjected to a proper exploration program that has not been yet subjected to a proper exploration program and remain and remain 
undrilledundrilled
••The Sydney Basin is a successor basin, formed during the final aThe Sydney Basin is a successor basin, formed during the final assembly of ssembly of 
PangeaPangea from mid Devonian to early Permian. The basin was tectonically from mid Devonian to early Permian. The basin was tectonically active active 
for about 120 Ma and was subjected to rifting, thermal subsidencfor about 120 Ma and was subjected to rifting, thermal subsidence and inversion e and inversion 
and experienced both lacustrine and marine interludes. Salt diapand experienced both lacustrine and marine interludes. Salt diapirism and irism and 
movements on the movements on the CobequidCobequid--ChedabuctoChedabucto transcurrenttranscurrent fault and its subsidiaries fault and its subsidiaries 
has created numerous structural highs in the Sydney Basin has created numerous structural highs in the Sydney Basin 
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••The basin has all the prerequisites to become an important petroThe basin has all the prerequisites to become an important petroleum leum 
provinceprovince
••Successive thick clastic sequences underlying the basin contain Successive thick clastic sequences underlying the basin contain both multiple both multiple 
reservoirs and various source rock levels. Carboniferous marine reservoirs and various source rock levels. Carboniferous marine and lacustrine and lacustrine 
shales and numerous coals are proven source rocks throughout Atlshales and numerous coals are proven source rocks throughout Atlantic antic 
Canada. Seismic amplitude anomalies pointing toward gas accumulaCanada. Seismic amplitude anomalies pointing toward gas accumulations are tions are 
present in much of the inspected old seismic lines. Additionallypresent in much of the inspected old seismic lines. Additionally, marine , marine 
episodes during Windsor Group deposition and other marine restriepisodes during Windsor Group deposition and other marine restricted cted 
incursions throughout Late Paleozoic may provide oil prone sourcincursions throughout Late Paleozoic may provide oil prone source rockse rocks
••Large rotated fault bounded blocks, inversion anticlines and salLarge rotated fault bounded blocks, inversion anticlines and salt diapirs, most t diapirs, most 
of these showing simple or fault bounded closures, provide sizabof these showing simple or fault bounded closures, provide sizable targets on le targets on 
all three Sydney Basin parcels available for bid. High quality dall three Sydney Basin parcels available for bid. High quality dense 2D or 3D ense 2D or 3D 
seismic data is needed to properly image such targets and ascertseismic data is needed to properly image such targets and ascertain the ain the 
geological risks. Exploration risks are the presence of quality geological risks. Exploration risks are the presence of quality reservoirs and reservoirs and 
the preservation of traps since late Paleozoic. New seismic acquthe preservation of traps since late Paleozoic. New seismic acquisition is also isition is also 
absolutely necessary to identify more complex composite traps anabsolutely necessary to identify more complex composite traps and investigate d investigate 
the areal distribution and quantify the seismic attributesthe areal distribution and quantify the seismic attributes
. 

ConclusionsConclusions
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All these parcels are very large size All these parcels are very large size 
exploration blocks situated in shallow exploration blocks situated in shallow 
water, some in the territory of jack up water, some in the territory of jack up 
rigs, in an area were drilling can be rigs, in an area were drilling can be 
performed yearperformed year--round. The Sydney round. The Sydney 
Basin parcels are located in a practical Basin parcels are located in a practical 
unexplored basins but close to NE unexplored basins but close to NE 
American and Canadian markets in American and Canadian markets in 
an area with low political risk. an area with low political risk. 
Acquiring these parcels present a Acquiring these parcels present a 
unique Frontier opportunity for unique Frontier opportunity for 
companies looking for large oil and companies looking for large oil and 
gas reserves within the North gas reserves within the North 
American continent and willing to American continent and willing to 
take a long term view to exploration take a long term view to exploration 
and productionand production

ConclusionsConclusions
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Thank You for the Attention!Thank You for the Attention!

Euxinic 
Exploration
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